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 THESIS OUTLINE: 
 
Name: Vanessa Lucia Lozano Masellis  
Institution: University of Sassari 
Major Field: Agriculture and Plant Science 
Title of the study: INVASIVE ALIEN AQUATIC PLANTS IN SOUTH AMERICAN INLAND WATERS: INVENTORY, 
PRIORITISATION AND DISTRIBUTION MODELS. 
Candidate for Ph Degree on Agricultural Science 
 
I. Background 
Biological invasions are a widespread process at the global level and can alter population 
dynamics, community structure and ecosystem services in the invaded range. Aquatic 
plants are very often particularly invasive, especially in areas that are modified by humans.  
Taking into consideration the little information available, it was considered essential to plan 
an inventory of South American native and non-native aquatic plant species, aiming to 
collect information on their status of invasion, identifying the major current and the 
potential future plant invaders. To this aim, all the available information was collected from 
literature, the GBIF database and according to expert opinion. To evaluate the invasiveness 
of a group of aquatic plant species in South America, a standard risk assessment scheme 
(USAqWRA) was applied. Finally, the inventory data was used to apply a model to assess 
the current potential distribution of South American invasive aquatic plants. As it can be 
expected, considering the large number of species and diverse habitats of the investigated 
Continent, despite the progress herewith presented, many fundamental questions in 
biological invasions in South American inland waters remain unresolved. However. For 
this reason, I think that the opportunity provided by establishing “Global Networks for 
Invasion Science” are a very powerful approach with plenty of benefits, increasing the 
capacity to identify and assess emerging invasion risks and global trends. 
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a. Inventory of the aquatic native and non-native plant species of South 
America (invasive status and main plant functional traits)  
 This inventory collects information on the invasive status and main plant functional 
traits for the native and non-native aquatic species in South America. It was planned and 
used to store data to support the knowledge, quantification and analysis of the major current 
and the potential aquatic plant invaders. This inventory poses the basis for further studies of 
biological invasions in aquatic environments in South America. 
b. US Aquatic Weed Risk Assessment (USAqWRA) 
 To prioritize and classify the most invasive species, a standard risk assessment 
scheme for aquatic plants in South America was applied. The results of USAqWRA were 
compared with the existing a priori classification of the invasive status based on South 
American expert opinion. 
c. Comparing and integrating GBIF records with literature data  
 GBIF (Global Biodiversity Information Facility) information reliability for South 
American aquatic plants was tested and compared with literature data, for a set of selected 
species. The integration of different information sources was proved to be the most reliable 
process. 
d. Ecological niche dynamics across continents in aquatic plants native to 
South America and invasive elsewhere 
Non-native species offer excellent model systems for examining niche conservatism 
associated with biological invasions. Part of the document is focused on the potential 
distribution and further niche shifts detected on invasive aquatic plants, that have major 
impacts in their introduced ranges. By applying rigorous modeling methods for aquatic 
environments, I aimed to assess the current potential distribution of South American 
invasive aquatic plants, across continents. 
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e. Global networks for invasion science: benefits, challenges and 
guidelines 
 This paper remarks the need for ‘Global networks’ able to address research 
questions on biological invasions at the global scale and the primary data on model systems 
are collected to address specific global questions. In addition, it reviews how data 
collection is coordinated using standardized protocols and metrics that ensure comparability 
of data captured at different locations.  
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 CONTENUTO DELLA TESI  
 
Le invasioni biologiche sono un processo diffuso a livello globale in grado di alterare le 
dinamiche di popolazione, la struttura della comunità e i servizi ecosistemici dell’area 
invasa. Le piante acquatiche sono spesso particolarmente invasive, specialmente nelle aree 
antropizzate. Considerate le poche informazioni disponibili è stato considerato essenziale 
porre le basi per la creazione di un inventario delle piante acquatiche native e non-native 
del Sud America, fornendo informazioni riguardo il loro stato di invasività e identificando 
le principali piante invasive presenti e potenzialmente future. Sono stati quindi raccolti e 
valutati i dati disponibili in letteratura e quelli presenti nel database GBIF. Il grado di 
invasività delle specie acquatiche del Sud America è stato valutato tramite un’analisi 
standard del rischio (USAqWRA). Infine, l’inventario ottenuto è stato utilizzato 
nell’elaborazione di un modello di distribuzione delle piante acquatiche nelle condizioni 
climatiche attuali. Nonostante i resultati ottenuti, molte delle domande riguardanti alcune 
questioni fondamentali sulle invasioni biologiche rimangono senza risposta. Comunque, le 
‘Global Networks for Invasion Science’sono uno strumento utile a migliorare la capacita di 
identificazione e valutazione dei rischi di invasione emergenti a livello gobale. 
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 INTRODUCTION TO THE FIELD OF BIOLOGICAL 
INVASIONS SCIENCE  
 
Biological invasions are considered to be one of the greatest threats to biodiversity. Since 
the first generalization of biological invasion phenomena by Elton (1958), invasion by non-
native species (synonyms: alien, non-indigenous, exotic, introduced) (Pyšek et al. 2004) it 
has become renowned that invasive species can alter community structure and ecosystem 
functions and services, with significant impacts on biodiversity. Non-native species spread 
and their impacts have become an area of concern for scientists, managers, policy makers 
and members of the public and this in turn has led to global advice and, or, management by 
international organizations (e.g., FAO 1996; IUCN 1999). Invasions are a global 
phenomenon and comparison of geographically distant regions and their introduced biota is 
a crucially important methodological approach for describing observed patterns, and an 
essential step in the search for elucidation of the determinants of invasiveness and 
invasibility (Crawley et al. 1996; Goodwin et al. 1999). 
Freshwater ecosystems are considerd the most endangered ecosystems in the world yet they 
represent major biodiversity hotspots (Murphy 2002) at global level (Strayer and Dudgeon 
2010). Declines in biodiversity are far greater in freshwaters than in the most affected 
terrestrial ecosystems due to growth of the human population, rising consumption, 
pollution, and rapid globalization (Revenga et al. 2005), but efforts to set global 
conservation priorities have largely ignored freshwater diversity, thereby excluding some of 
the world’s most species habitats, harboring threatened, and valuable taxa (Abell et al. 
2011). 
Invasive alien species (IAS) are considered to be one of the greatest threats to biodiversity, 
particularly through their interactions with other drivers of change (Vilà et al. 2011) and 
have negative impacts on ecosystem services. Aquatic invaders have strong negative 
impacts on native biodiversity and many different impacts from plants are reported in the 
literature for Europe and worldwide (e.g., Hussner 2012; Gallardo and Aldridge 2013). 
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Interactions between alien species and other contemporary stressors of freshwater 
ecosystems are strong and varied. Because disturbance is generally thought to favor 
invasions, stressed ecosystems may be especially susceptible to invasions, as are highly 
artificial ecosystems. In turn, alien species can strongly alter the hydrology, biogeochemical 
cycling, and biotic composition of invaded ecosystems, and thus modulate the effects of 
other stressors (Strayer 2010). However, do threats occur singly in freshwater ecosystems, 
with most risked species subjected to multiple interacting stresses, thus, biological 
invasions may be considered as one of a pattern of factors that characterize degraded 
aquatic ecosystems (Willby 2007). 
Finally, aquatic habitats are in general very difficult to monitor. The high level of 
connectivity of freshwater systems means that fragmentation can have profound effects and 
threats such as pollution, invasive species, and disease are easily transported across 
watersheds (Dudgeon et al. 2006). 
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 CHAPTER 1 
 
 THE DATABASE AND INVENTORY OF THE AQUATIC NATIVE AND NON-
NATIVE PLANT SPECIES OF SOUTH AMERICA 
 
Introduction and aims 
Invasive alien species (IAS) are identified as one of five major drivers of biodiversity loss 
in inland waters (MEA 2005). IAS grows rapidly, competing vigorously in the absence of 
their natural predators, out-competing native species and homogenizing ecosystems. In 
South America IAS have been documented only to a limited extent, due to the scarcity of 
regional inventories (Gardener et al. 2011) and because the invasion is a relatively recent 
phenomenon (Fuentes et al. 2008, 2010; Ugarte et al. 2010). The aim of the research was to 
assemble a comprehensive inventory of South American native and non-native aquatic 
plant species introduced into and within South American regions. Such a database would 
also be a basic tool for dedicated analysis on biological invasion in inland waters in South 
America. 
Methodology and main results 
This inventory is a collection of existing databases, checklists, floras and expert opinion 
already available for this macro-region, where the knowledge of the diversity of the aquatic 
alien flora is still limited indeed. The study project started in 2015 and this Chapter presents 
herewith the analysis of a sub-set of 250 (of the 1,463 native and non-native aquatic species 
so far recorded in the DB), belonging to 51 families, with 42 species ranked as invasive in 
at least one South American region. Poaceae and Cyperaceae were the families with the 
highest number of alien species. The majority of them are of South American origin (alien 
in South America), followed by those of African and Asian origin (alien to South America) 
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Conclusions 
The DB provides a baseline against which to compare future introductions, and a source for 
additional applied research in Biological Invasion Science in South America. 
Abstract  
 
Alien plant invasions in inland freshwaters can alter community structure, ecosystem functions and services 
with significant negative impacts on biodiversity and human activities. National inventories of aquatic alien 
plants are a fundamental basis for prioritization, risk analysis and management, and provide substantial 
insights to our understanding of general patterns of plant invasions in inland waters. This study built the basis 
for a comprehensive inventory of South American native and non-native aquatic plants, considering species 
that are alien in and to South America. This inventory is a collection of existing databases, checklist and 
expert opinion already available for this macro-region, where the knowledge of the diversity of the aquatic 
alien flora is still limited indeed. The study project started in 2015 and this Chapter presents herewith the 
analysis of a sub-set of 250 (of the 1,463 native and non-native aquatic species so far recorded in the DB), 
belonging to 51 families, with 42 species ranked as invasive in at least one South American region. Poaceae 
and Cyperaceae were the families with the highest number of alien species. The majority of them are of South 
American origin (alien in South America), followed by those of African and Asian origin (alien to South 
America). This study project is ongoing and open to further collaboration with other scientists working in this 
field. 
 
Keywords: aquatic alien plants, native and non-native plants, inventory, South America, 
invasive alien species. 
 
1.1 - Introduction 
 
The globalization has a consequence in the increase of the introduction of alien species 
(Ugarte et al. 2010). When plants are introduced to new environments, some of them will 
naturalize, and of those some will become invasive (Richardson and Pyšek 2006). European 
colonization in South America has been associated to landscape modifications after a first 
wave of introductions of European plants, mostly in Chile (Mathei 1995; Arroyo et al. 
2000). However, continents as South America has, overall, fewer naturalized alien species 
than temperate continents (e.g., North America, Europe and Australasia) (van Kleunen et 
al. 2015; Pyšek et al. 2017; Seebens et al. 2017). Many species from South America have 
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restricted ranges, reflecting high levels of regional endemism (Melo et al. 2016), as a 
consequence species are less likely to have been dispersed outside their native ranges (van 
Kleunen et al. 2015). As a result, inventories are a necessary prerequisite for conservation 
policies (Pressey and Adam 1995) after new introductions, pointing out the sites with the 
highest biological diversity. 
 
Inventories of alien plants is a need to elucidate the causes and consequences of the 
invasion occurrence (Mack et al. 2000; Pimentel et al. 2005). Provide information about 
invasive plants distribution and provide new approaching of general patterns of plant 
invasions (Pyšek et al. 2004), allow the identification of future introductions, monitoring 
trends in invasive species spread and early detection for the potential elimination or control 
of invasive species through risk assessment protocols (Fuentes et al. 2010). In flora 
inventories, it seems to be important to considerer the study area as a whole, so that, a 
species that is native anywhere within this area is regarded as native (Preston et al. 2002). 
Ideally, native and non-native categories within a region should be identified, but such data 
sometimes are not available for large species sets.  
Nonetheless, surveys of aquatic [“plant species that grow at least a part of their life history 
submerged or are closely bound to aquatic habitats” (Cook 1985)] and semi-aquatic plants 
[species that have the capacity to withstand a continuous or periodic submersion in water, 
at least of their roots, occupying environments that are at least periodically waterlogged 
(Amaral et al. 2008)] have been conducted in several types of ecosystems, including bays, 
sheltered river littoral zones, lakes and reservoirs. The most important plant communities 
occurring are the floating aquatic mats and associated emergent herbaceous-dominated 
communities. On the other side, floating and rooted plants typically develop around the 
margins of bays and lakes and along edges of slow-moving rivers (Fortney et al. 2004). 
These surveys provide ecological information, as well as, the presence of introduced 
species, increases or decreases in the frequency of native species and identify locations that 
have been colonized by species that could cause excessive threat (Mormul et al. 2012). 
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Although approximately 50% of the inventoried inland freshwater in South America are 
located in Brazil (França et al. 2003; Pompeo and Moschini-Carlos 2003; Neves et al. 2006; 
Amaral et al. 2008, Pivari et al. 2008; Cervi et al. 2009; Kufner et al. 2011; Lima et al. 
2011; Meyer and Franceschinelli 2011; Pivari et al. 2011; Valadares et al. 2011; Araújo et 
al. 2012; Ferreira et al. 2014), specific information related to aquatic plant species is 
extremely scarce. Few works address aquatic plant biodiversity and updated list of the alien 
plant species as in the case of Argentina (Zuloaga et al. 2015), Brazil (Amaral et al. 2013; 
Moura-Júnior et al. 2013; Aona et al. 2015; Oliveira and Bove 2016), Chile (Ugarte et al. 
2010; Ramirez et al. 2014; Alvarez and Deil 2015), Galapagos (Guézou et al. 2010; Diaz et 
al. 2017), the Guianas (Funk et al. 2007), Paraguay (De Egea et al. 2012, 2016), and 
Venezuela (Rial 2009). 
 
In the published checklists and grey literature there is a lack of confidence in the distinction 
between native and naturalized or invasive alien species (e.g., Dubs 1998; Balick et al. 
2000; Kress et al. 2003). This phenomenon is because the classification of categories (e.g., 
casual, naturalized or also invasive) depends on researcher’s personal perception of the 
species. These discrepancies are accidentally carried over to analysis based on species 
numbers reported for particular countries (Pyšek et al. 2004).  
 
Some studies have focused on the distribution and biological traits of problematic invasive 
aquatic plant species in South America (see Thomaz et al. 2011; Thomaz et al. 2015). 
However, comprehensive information on the status and ecological impact of invasive 
aquatic plants in South America is very limited. Since there is a lack of studies in this field, 
the greatest priority is to develop inventories of alien plants in order to first recognize 
threats, and then, develop programs to better control the invasive species.  
 
The aim of the research was to assemble a comprehensive inventory of South American 
native and non-native aquatic plant species introduced into and within South American 
regions through a bibliographic survey based on checklists, floras, scientific papers and 
expert opinion, since this continent is floristically less documented than other ones. Such a 
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database would also be a basic tool for dedicated analysis on biological invasion in inland 
waters in South America. 
 
1.2 - Methodology 
 
1.2.1 -Study area 
 
The study area the present inventory of aquatic native and non-native plant species was the 
whole South American continent. For the purposes of the study, South America was 
divided in 16 South American regions, and they were defined as follows: (1) Argentina, (2) 
Bolivia, (3) Brazil, (4) Chile, (5) Colombia, (6) Ecuador, (7) Falklands Islands, (8) French 
Guiana, (9) Galapagos, (10) Guyana, (11) Paraguay, (12) Peru, (13) South Georgia and 
South Sandwich Islands, (14) Suriname, (15) Uruguay and (16) Venezuela (Figure 1). All 
these South American regions, offer a great opportunity to study biological invasions 
because they hold a unique native flora with high levels of endemism, extraordinary 
richness and diverse climatic gradients, such as, for example, in the case of the Chilean 
region (Pauchard et al. 2004). In addition, they offer a large variety of water bodies and 
habitats for aquatic plant species with many large river systems across countries, 
representing clear examples of interconnecting transboundary water bodies like the Paraná 
River Floodplain, where freshwater wetlands cover 3,650 km2. The Guiana Shield (Guyana, 
Suriname and French Guiana) constitutes a geological, hydrographical and biogeographic 
region in the Amazonian Basin that is considered a biodiversity hotspot (Delnatte and 
Meyer 2012) and the Galapagos island is another major hotspot particularly vulnerable to 
invasions by alien species, which now present the largest threat to terrestrial biodiversity 
(Trueman et al. 2010).  
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Figure 1. The 16 South American regions considered in the study were defined as follows: (1) Argentina, (2) 
Bolivia, (3) Brazil, (4) Chile, (5) Colombia, (6) Ecuador, (7) Falklands Islands, (8) French Guiana, (9) 
Galapagos, (10) Guyana, (11) Paraguay, (12) Peru, (13) South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands, (14) 
Suriname, (15) Uruguay and (16) Venezuela.  
 
1.2.2 - The main life-forms of aquatic plants: helophytes and hydrophytes. 
 
The life forms of the aquatic plants, have been recorded according to the Raunkiaer system 
(1934), modified by Govaerts et al. (2000). Following this, the helophytes are plants in 
which surviving buds are buried in water-saturated soil, or below water-level, but that have 
flowers and leaves that are fully emergent during the growing season, it includes emergent 
aquatic herbs. The hydrophytes are fully aquatic herbs in which surviving buds are 
submerged, or buried in soil beneath water, their stems and vegetative shoots growing 
entirely underwater with leaves submerged or floating, but only the flower-bearing parts 
emergent. 
1.2.3 - Standardized terminology for alien plants 
The classification of the native vs. non-native status followed the standard terminology for 
alien plants proposed by Richardson et al. (2000) and Pyšek et al. (2004). Following this, 
those aquatic plant species whose presence in South America is due to intentional or 
unintentional human involvement, or which have arrived in South America without the help 
of people from an area in which they are non-native, were considered alien. Those species 
with a South American origin but occurring as alien in other parts of the SA continent were 
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called aliens in, and those with a native range outside SA were aliens to, i.e. using a 
terminology in line with the EU project DAISIE (Pyšek et al. 2009). Due the lack of data 
on the date/period of the first introduction in South America there is no distinction, in this 
inventory, between archaeophytes and neophytes. The information on the status according 
to the “naturalization-invasion-continuum” (Blackburn et al. 2011) was also not always 
available. Status categories in the Data-Base were defined as follows (Table 1).  
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Table 1. The categories used for the native and alien plants recorded in the DB  
Category Sub-category code Sub-category Description
Native IND Native (indigenous)
Species originated in a given area without human 
involvement (adapted from Pyšek et al. 2004)
ALNCULT Alien cultivated
ALNCAS Alien casual
Alien plant species that may flourish and even
reproduce occasionally outside cultivation in South
America, but that eventually die out because they
do not form self-replacing populations in South
Aerica (adapted from Pyšek et al. 2004)
ALNNAT Alien naturalized
Alien plant species that sustain self-replacing
populations for at least 10 years without direct
intervention by people, and do not necessarily
invade natural, seminatural or human-made
ecosystems (adapted from Richardson et al. 2000;
Pyšek et al. 2004)
ALNINV Alien invasive
Subset of naturalized plants that produce
reproductive offspring, often in very large
numbers, at considerable distances from the parent
plants, and thus have the potential to spread over
a large area (adapted from Richardson et al. 2000;
Pyšek et al. 2004) with negative impacts on
biodiversity, ecosystem services, economy and
human health
ALN IN Alien in 
Plant species with a South American origin but
occurring as alien in other parts of the South
American continent (adapted from EU project
DAISIE, Pyšek et al. 2009)
ALN TO Alien to
Plant species with a native distribution area outside 
South America (adapted from EU project DAISIE
in Pyšek et al. 2009)
ALNNA Alien not assessed
Alien plant whose invasive status has not been
assessed
Cryptogenic CRYP
Plant species that are neither clearly native nor
alien to/in South America (adapted from Carlton
1996)
Present RREF Present in the region
Plant species for which at least one valid record
for South America was found in the GBIF database,
in the scientific literature and/or provided by
expert opinion (personal communication) 
ABS
Declared absent in the 
region (SA)
Explicitly mentioned as absent 
RNA
Supposedly absent in 
the region (SA)






1.2.4 - Data sources 
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The available information on the native and non-native aquatic plants in South America 
was collected through a dedicated search in: Web of Science, Springerlink, Science Direct, 
Scopus and Google Scholar, using various combinations of the following words on the 
search field: ‘non-native’, ‘non-indigenous’, ‘exotic’, ‘invader’, ‘alien’, ‘aquatic plants’ and 
‘freshwater’. Reference lists were back-tracked from existing review papers and used 
relevant web sites and online databases (i.e., http://plants.jstor.org, http://www.ville-
ge.ch/cjb, http://www.eppo.int, http://www.nobanis.org, http://www.issg.org, 
http://plants.usda.gov, and national or regional floras: http://www.floraargentina.edu.ar, 
http://floradobrasil.jbrj.gov.br, http://www.lib.udec.cl, http://www2.darwin.edu.ar) to 
assemble a comprehensive inventory of the native and non-native aquatic species of South 
America. 
All available distributional data for selected aquatic species in South America was retrieved 
from the GBIF portal (http://www.gbif.org, accessed on 2015) and local experts where 
contacted by e-mail. They were asked to provide list of aquatic species for the region of 
their expertise, specifying the biogeographic status (alien/native) and the invasive status 
(invasive/non-invasive), as well as all the available scientific and grey literature. Some of 
the experts on biological invasions and botany contacted were: Laboratorio de Invasiones 
Biológicas (LIB, Chile); Universidad Austral de Chile Charles Darwin Foundation Puerto 
Ayora, Galapagos (Ecuador); Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad de la República Oriental 
del Uruguay and Dep. Biologia, Universidade Estadual de Maringá, Brazil. Botanical 
gardens were both contacted by e-mail and, in a few cases visited, to collect information 
from Herbarium samples (e.g., Jardín Botánico de la Universidad Central de Venezuela) 
and grey literature.  
The main plant traits and descriptions of aquatic plant are reported in the Table below. For 
each species, taxonomy (APG III-IV); life forms (according to Raunkier 1934 and 
Sculthorpe 1967); life cycle, native range, status (alien in and alien to)] (Table S1), as well 
as, presence and status (alien vs. native; casual vs. naturalized vs. invasive) in their places 
of origin or occurrence within the 16 regions (Appendix IA) were recorded. 
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1.2.5 - Taxonomic and nomenclatural validation 
Due to the large number of species, there was the need to apply a fast method for 
taxonomic and nomenclature standardization. The synonyms used in the literature were 
handled in accordance to The Plant List portal (http://www.theplantlist.org/) and 
crosschecked using IPNI (International Plant Name Index, http://www.ipni.org/). The Plant 
List source was chosen as main reference because provides a single accepted taxonomic 
classification for each species that is represented. To facilitate this, “Taxonstand” was used 
(R package to standardize automatically the scientific names and remove orthographic 
errors). 
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Table 2. The main plant traits and descriptions of aquatic plant species recorded in the DB 
Plant traits Description / Source
Biological information
Plant names 
IPNI, The Plant List (http://www.theplantlist.org) 
and “Taxonstand” R package
Family names Angiosperm Phylogeny Group (APG III-IV)
Life forms (adapted from Raunkier 1934)
Hydrophytes and helophytes (rarely 
phreatophytes)
Life form (according to Sculthorpe 1967)
Floating (plants rooted in the sediment with foliage 
extending into the air and floating-leaved), 
submerged (plants that grow completely submerged 
and are rooted into the sediment), and free-floating 
(plants that float on or under the water surface)
Life cycle Annual, biannual, perennial
Distribution
Native range (TDWG)
North America, Central America, South America, 
Europe, North Africa, South Africa, Asia, Eurasia, 
Australia, Cosmopolitan
South American regions
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Falklands Islands, French Guiana, 
Galapagos, Guyana, Paraguay, Peru, South Georgia 
and South Sandwich Islands, Suriname, Uruguay and 
Venezuela
Status Native, Alien
Invasive Status cultivated-only, casual, naturalized and invasive
Initial introduction Intentional / Unintentional
 
                      TDWG: Taxonomic Databases Working Group 
 
2. Results  
2.1 - Data analysis on a sub-set of the species of the Inventory 
 
So far, the inventory lists a total of 1,463 native and non-native aquatic plant species. The 
quantity of information received from all contributors for each species was quite different 
between regions. The Figure 1 (Appendix IB) can give the reader an idea of the reliability 
of the floristic list. The list of aquatic species, belongs to 131 families (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Families name and number of native and non-native aquatic plants recorded for the 16 regions of 
South America recorded in the inventory list of 1,463 species. 
The families, number of genera and species for the 250 South American aquatic plant 
species (native and non-native) are summarized in Figure 3. 
The study project started in 2015 and by 2017 it was possible to collect very detailed and 
peer reviewed information only for a smaller data-set, i.e. for 250 native and non-native 
aquatic plants (Table S1, Appendix IA).  
  
Was tested the significance of the difference between the native and non-native species in 
the 16 regions of South America applying a t-test. The evaluation of the floristic similarity 
between species on different regions was accomplished through a cluster analysis. For each 
pair of regions, the Jaccard index of similarity (Legendre and Legendre, 1998) was 
calculated, using the formula: J = a/ (a+b+c), where J ranges from 0 (no similarity) to 1 
(100% similarity), “a” is the number of species common to both regions, “b” is the number 
of species restricted to one region, and “c” is the number of species restricted to the other 
region. The Jaccard index was calculated based on the presence/absence of non-native 
aquatic species in each region, using “clusteval” package R (Ramey 2012). 
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Figure 3. Families name, number of genera and species for 250 native and non-native aquatic plant species 
recorded for the 16 regions of South America. 
2.2 - Taxonomic composition of the sub-set 
The sub-set of 250 species of aquatic species, belongs to 51 families. The families with the 
highest number of species were Poaceae (55) and Cyperaceae (45). These two families 
contributed 40.4 % of the species recorded and together with Araceae (12) and 
Hydrocharitaceae (11) were the families with the highest number of species (Figure 3). The 
13.2 % (33) of the listed species are exclusively native to South America (Table S1). The 
regions with a major presence of native species were Brazil (190), Bolivia (187), and 
Ecuador (178) (Table 3).  
A total of 76 hydrophytes were found, where 32 were submerged (13 %), 25 floating (10 
%), and 19 free-floating (8 %), and a higher quantity of helophytes (172) representing the 
70 % (Table 4). Also, perennial was the most frequent life-cycle (181 species) (Table 5). 
 
The difference between the total number of native and non-native species in the 16 regions 
of South America, was highly significant (t = 6.9203, df = 15, p-value = 2.446e-06). 
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Table 3. The number of the native and non-native aquatic plants for the sub-set of 250 species, are shown in 
each of the 16 regions of South America. SG and SSI = South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands. 
 
Regions  Native  Non-native 
Argentina 177 36 
Bolivia 187 32 
Brazil 190 73 
Chile 72 62 
Colombia 173 49 
Ecuador 178 35 
Falkland Islands 8 9 
French Guiana 130 27 
Galapagos 49 32 
Guyana 134 22 
Paraguay 149 23 
Peru 168 36 
SG and SSI 1 2 
Suriname 134 20 
Uruguay 129 24 
Venezuela 177 58 
 
 
Table 4. Life forms are shown for the sub-set of 250 native and non-native aquatic plants species in the 16 
regions of South America. 
 
LIFE FORM SPECIES 
Helophytes 172 
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Table 5. Life cycle are shown for the sub-set of 250 native and non-native aquatic plant species in the 16 









2.3 - Non-native status per region 
 
As shown in table 6, was reported 39,2 % (98 species) of aquatic aliens in and 18,4 % (46 
species) aquatic aliens to South America (i.e., reported as alien at least in one region). 
According to the results, the regions that holding the highest number of alien aquatic plant 
species were Brazil (73), Chile (62), and Venezuela (58) (Table 3). Most introduced species 
remain within the status “ALNNA” (i.e., alien species whose invasive status has not been 
assessed) (Table 6). 
For regions as Bolivia, Falkland Islands and South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands no 
data about aquatic invasive alien plant species was found. Furthermore, Chile was the 
region with the highest number of invasive species (15) in our sub-set of aquatic species. 
Among the well-known alien categories, alien naturalized had the highest number of 
species (118). 
In general, for South America, as a whole, a total of 139 species were considered alien (i.e., 
alien status at least in one region), although for most regions were dominant native species. 
Considering the worst status in South America, was found 42 alien invasive species, with 
11 hydrophytes, 30 helophytes and two considered both (hy/he), 38 naturalized and 7 
cultivated species, and other 52 species reported as non-native classified as ALNNA (Table 
S1).  
The alien species reported in this inventory were represented by 31 families and the native 
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native aquatic plants share 20 families, of which Cyperaceae and Poaceae are the most 
represented in both. 
Table 6. Number of non-native aquatic plants, for the sub-set of the 250 species, are shown in each of the 16 
regions of South America. SG and SSI = South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands. ALNNA = alien not 
assessed, ALNCULT = alien cultivated, ALNNAT = alien naturalized and ALNINV = alien invasive. 
Regions  ALNNA ALNCULT ALNNAT ALNINV ALNTOT 
Argentina 21 − 10 5 36 
Bolivia 20 3 9 − 32 
Brazil 52 3 10 8 73 
Chile 27 − 20 15 62 
Colombia 30 3 6 10 49 
Ecuador 25 5 3 2 35 
Falkland Islands − − 9 − 9 
French Guiana 13 3 10 1 27 
Galapagos 22 3 4 3 32 
Guyana 14 − 7 1 22 
Paraguay 16 1 3 3 23 
Peru 26 3 4 3 36 
SG and SSI − − 2 − 2 
Suriname 12 1 6 1 20 
Uruguay 14 4 3 3 24 
Venezuela 27 7 12 12 58 
 
The dendrogram built using the Jaccard coefficient showed that South American regions 
are dissimilar among the different alien aquatic species. Four groups of regions can be 
roughly recognized: 1) Falkland Islands – South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands; 2) 
Chile – Uruguay; 3) Argentina – Bolivia – Brazil – Colombia – Ecuador – Paraguay –Peru 
–Venezuela; 4) French Guiana – Galapagos – Guyana – Suriname (Figure 4), where the 
similarity was based on the presence/absence of non-native aquatic species in each region 
and the results could be, in part, due to their geographical proximity. The distance 
similarities are shown in table S4. 
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The results are partly in agreement with the hypothesis of Irgang and Gastal (1996) that, 
North Argentina, Paraguay and South Brazil form a phytogeographic unit, and therefore, 




Figure 4. Dendrogram of floristic similarity (Jaccard coefficient) based on 250 native and non-native aquatic 
plant species in the 16 regions of South America. FI = Falkland Islands, FG = French Guiana, SG and SS = 




Many aquatic plant species that have achieved nearly global distributions has been of 
phytogeographical interest for centuries (Hӧch 1893). Cosmopolitan species either possess 
widespread modern distributions because they are ancient and have existed since continents 
were more contiguous and dispersal was readily achieved or their global dispersal has 
occurred relatively recently (Les et al. 2003). Most of the (alien) aquatic plants has a 
cosmopolitan distribution and determine exactly the native range to distinguish wether a 
species is native or alien is still challenging (Chambers et al. 2008).  
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According to Fuentes et al. (2013) alien plants have been less collected than native plants, 
which are reflected in a higher concentration. To elucidate which factor determines this 
relationship, it is necessary to work in a regional context, emphasizing on studies that 
requires comparable sampling efforts for both alien and native plant species. 
 
According to Chambers et al. (2008), the Neotropical region has the highest number of 
vascular aquatic macrophyte species inventoried in the world (984 species), without 
considering introduced species. Nevertheless, compared to developed countries (Pyšek et 
al. 2008, van Kleunen et al. 2015), alien plant inventories are alarmingly scarce in 
developing countries (Gardener et al. 2011). One reason is that field observations and grey 
literature are geographical poor represented, and most of them has not been scientifically 
checked (Gardener et al. 2011).  
 
In general, South American regions shows that Poaceae and Cyperaceae are the 
predominant families. Poaceae has been recognized as one of the most common family 
within alien floras of the world after Compositae (Pyšek 1998; Pyšek et al. 2017). The 
predominance of these families was also observed in several studies involving aquatic 
plants (França et al. 2003; Neves et al. 2006; Pivari et al. 2008; Cervi et al. 2009; Ferreira et 
al. 2014; Kufner et al. 2011; Lima et al. 2011; Meyer and Franceschinelli 2011; Pivari et al. 
2011; Valadares et al. 2011; Araújo et al. 2012; Aona et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2016). 
According studies about species richness of Cyperaceae in aquatic environments in Brazil, 
their presence is an indicator of the anthropogenic influence on the native flora composition 
(Pivari et al. 2008, Bryson and Carter 2008). Since seasonal changes in the aquatic 
environments do not interfere with their establishment, their great richness will be justified 
(Aona et al. 2015). The hydrology is very likely one of the most important factor in the 
tropics, where there are a great number of large and medium-sized rivers with active 
floodplains experiencing relatively natural water level fluctuations (quite different from 
temperate regions where most large rivers are regulated), for example the Amazon river, 
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Orinoco and Paraná-Paraguay and their populations are naturally controlled by water level 
fluctuations (Thomaz et al. 2011).  
Thomaz et al. (2011) pointing out that in contrast to most temperate and tropical areas, 
where some non-native species are typically become trouble aquatic species, in South 
American reservoirs some native plants are the most troublesome species. For example, the 
submerged Egeria densa, E. najas and Ceratophyllum demersum, the emergent Typha 
domingensis and the free floating Eichhornia crassipes and Pistia stratiotes in the Jupiá 
Reservoir (Brazil). 
 
The quantity of amateur naturalists provides an important source of information, e.g. in 
North America (Lodge et al. 2006). Nevertheless, in Galapagos, as in other locations of 
South America, was expect that botanists provide a best likelihood for detecting newly 
naturalizing species (Hoskins et al. 2004; Guézou et al. 2010). The importance of local 
inventories and databases for monitoring new introductions (e.g., Melo et al. 2016), is that 
this information should be linked with other local, regional, national, and international 
efforts (e.g., for the 16 regions of South America). This approach is important for rapid 
response and eradication, where it is imperative to know the existing range and potential 
distribution of the target species (Schnase et al. 2003). In Galapagos the inventory carried 
out by Guézou et al. (2010) focused on the new introductions. The species found during 
this survey were reviewed in terms of their potential for invasiveness. Therefore, 
invasiveness was assessed based on weed risk assessment developed for all known alien 
vascular plant species in the archipelago by C. Buddenhagen, A. Tye, P. Pheloung and J. 
Mader, which assigned an invasion-risk group for each species. This led to identification of 
key future invasive species that were included in eradication feasibility studies carried out 
by the Charles Darwin Foundation. Additionally, part of the inventory on non-native South 
American aquatic species were evaluated by Lozano and Brundu (2016) with the US 
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4. Conclusions and first applications of the Data-Base (DB) 
 
As every floristic Data-Base, also the present inventory of the native and non-native aquatic 
plants of South America is a “never-ending” ongoing work. It provides a baseline against 
which to compare future introductions, and a source for additional applied research in 
Biological Invasion Science as described in other Chapters of the present Thesis.  
In particular, the information stored in the DB has been used to: 1) apply a specific risk 
assessment scheme on a group of 40 aquatic plant species, across 16 South American 
regions. The results were presented in the second chapter as a scientific paper (Lozano and 
Brundu 2016); 2) evaluate the increase in reliability offered by the merging of information 
“manually” extracted from literature, for a set of native and non-native aquatic species of 
South America, with the information for the same species held in GBIF. The results were 
presented in the third chapter as a scientific paper (Lozano et al. 2017), and 3) assess the 
current potential distribution of South American invasive aquatic plants, using SDMs to 
compare, across continents the relative importance of the climatic, and spatial components 
of the niche space on each species distribution within a given region. The results were 
presented as a poster in the international conference EMAPi 2017 (Lozano, Chapman and 
Brundu 2017). This chapter will be submitted in a peer-review journal.  
 
Most data on plant species are stored in different sources, including checklists, herbaria and 
floras. Although the present DB stored more than 1,000 species, at the moment it was 
possible to collect very detailed and peer reviewed information only for 250 aquatic 
species. This highlight that freshwater ecosystems are often difficult to survey, thus there 
might be a general scarcity of accurate information about the invasive alien aquatic plants 
in many part of the worlds, as is the case of South America (Lozano and Brundu 2016). 
However, as is reported in the next chapters, GIBF and literature datasets provided 
significantly different information and the combination of the two offered new information 
and a better coverage that would not exist in a single data source. Nevertheless, a careful 
quality evaluation of the primary biodiversity information, both in the case of literature and 
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GBIF should be conducted, before the data is used for further analyses in macroecological 
studies. 
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7. Supplementary material  
Table S1. The sub-set list of 250 native and non-native aquatic plant species, biological traits, native range 
and alien in vs. alien to status in the 16 regions of South America 

















Agrostis stolonifera L. Poaceae He   P E   x 




Alternanthera halimifolia (Lam.) Standl. ex Pittier Amaranthaceae He   P CA/SA     
Alternanthera philoxeroides (Mart.) Griseb.  Amaranthaceae He 
 
P NA/SA x 
 
Andropogon bicornis L. Poaceae He   P CA/SA x   




Arundo donax L. Poaceae He   P A   x 




Azolla caroliniana Willd. Salviniaceae Hy FF A NA/SA x   
Azolla filiculoides Lam. Salviniaceae Hy FF A/P Am x 
 
Azolla microphylla Kaulf. Salviniaceae Hy FF A/P NA/SA     
Bidens laevis (L.) Britton, Sterns & Poggenb. Compositae  He 
 
A/P SA x 
 
Bidens pilosa L. Compositae He   A CA/SA x   




Bolboschoenus maritimus (L.) Palla Cyperaceae He   P Cosmopolitan x   





Brachiaria brizantha (A.Rich.) Stapf Poaceae He   P Af   x 





Cabomba caroliniana A.Gray Cabombaceae Hy S P SA x   
Cabomba furcata Schult. & Schult.f. Cabombaceae Hy S P CA/SA 
  
Cabomba warmingii Casp. Cabombaceae Hy S P SA x   
Callitriche deflexa A.Braun ex Hegelm. Plantaginaceae Hy F A SA/E x 
 
Callitriche heterophylla Pursh Plantaginaceae Hy F A/P Am     
Callitriche terrestris Raf. Plantaginaceae Hy S A NA 
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Canna indica L. Cannaceae He   P NA/SA x   




Cardamine bonariensis Juss. ex Pers. Brassicaceae He   P NA/SA x   




Centella erecta (L.f.) Fernald Apiaceae He   P NA/SA     
Ceratophyllum demersum L. Ceratophyllaceae Hy S P A/Af/SA/E x 
 
Ceratophyllum muricatum subsp. australe (Griseb.) Les Ceratophyllaceae Hy S P NA/SA     




Chloris barbata Sw.  Poaceae He   P A/Af/SA x   





Commelina diffusa Burm.f. Commelinaceae He   A/P Trop./Sub-trop. x   




Conium maculatum L. Apiaceae He   B E   x 





Cotula coronopifolia L. Compositae He   A/P Af   x 
Crassula venezuelensis (Steyerm.) M.Bywater & Wickens Crassulaceae Hy S A SA 
  
Crotalaria retusa L. Leguminosae He   P A/Af/AusA   x 
Cuphea racemosa (L.f.) Spreng. Lythraceae He 
 
P SA x 
 
Cyperus alternifolius L. Cyperaceae He   P SAf/Arabian Pen.   x 
Cyperus articulatus L. Cyperaceae He 
 
P NA/SA/SAf x 
 
Cyperus difformis L. Cyperaceae He   P E   x 
Cyperus digitatus Roxb. Cyperaceae He 
 
P Pantropical x 
 
Cyperus eragrostis Lam. Cyperaceae He   P CA/SA     
Cyperus esculentus L. Cyperaceae He 
 
A/P Cosmopolitan x 
 
Cyperus giganteus Vahl Cyperaceae He   P CA/SA     
Cyperus haspan L. Cyperaceae He 
 
A/P A/Af/CA/SA x 
 
Cyperus iria L. Cyperaceae He   A/P A/Af   x 
Cyperus laevigatus L. Cyperaceae He 
 
P E/SA x 
 
Cyperus ligularis L. Cyperaceae He   P Af/NA/SA/E     
Cyperus luzulae (L.) Retz. Cyperaceae He 
 
P NA/SA x 
 
Cyperus odoratus L. Cyperaceae He   A/P Af/NA/SA x   




Cyperus rotundus L. Cyperaceae He   P A/SA x   
Cyperus squarrosus L. Cyperaceae He 
 
A Madagascar x 
 
Cyperus surinamensis Rottb. Cyperaceae He   A/P NA/SA x   
Cyperus hermaphroditus (Jacq.) Standl. Cyperaceae He 
 
P NA/SA x 
 
Desmodium adscendens (Sw.) DC. Leguminosae He   P A/Af/NA/SA     




Desmodium incanum DC. Leguminosae He   P CA/SA x   





Dioclea virgata (Rich.) Amshoff Leguminosae He   P CA/SA x   




Dysphania ambrosioides (L.) Mosyakin & Clemants Amaranthaceae He   A/P Am x   





Echinochloa crusgalli (L.) P. Beauv. Poaceae He   A CA   x 





Echinochloa polystachya (Kunth) Hitchc. Poaceae He   P Am     
Echinodorus grandiflorus (Cham. & Schltdl.) Micheli Alismataceae He 
 
P CA/SA x 
 
Echinodorus horizontalis Rataj Alismataceae Hy S P SA x   
Echinodorus paniculatus Micheli Alismataceae Hy S A/P CA/SA 
  
Eclipta prostrata (L.) L. Compositae He   A/P Am x   
Egeria densa Planch. Hydrocharitaceae Hy S P SA x 
 
Egeria najas Planch. Hydrocharitaceae Hy S P SA x   
Eichhornia azurea (Sw.) Kunth Pontederiaceae Hy FF P CA/SA x 
 
Eichhornia crassipes (Mart.) Solms Pontederiaceae Hy FF P SA x   
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Eichhornia paniculata (Spreng.) Solms Pontederiaceae He 
 
A NA/SA x 
 
Eleocharis acicularis Roem et Schult. Cyperaceae Hy S P 
 Nor. Hemis. 
/A/SA/E 
x   
Eleocharis acutangula (Roxb.) Schult. Cyperaceae He 
 
P Pantropical x 
 
Eleocharis bonariensis Nees Cyperaceae He   P NA/SA     
Eleocharis elegans (Kunth) Roem. & Schult. Cyperaceae Hy S P A/Af/Am x 
 
Eleocharis exigua (Kunth.) Roem. & Schult. Cyperaceae He   P Am     
Eleocharis geniculata (L.) Roem. & Schult. Cyperaceae He 
 
P Pantropical x 
 
Eleocharis interstincta (Vahl) Roem. & Schult. Cyperaceae He   P Am x   




Eleocharis montana (Kunth) Roem. & Schult. Cyperaceae He   P NA/SA     




Eleocharis sellowiana Kunth Cyperaceae He   P CA/SA x   
Elodea canadensis Michx. Hydrocharitaceae Hy S P NA/SA x 
 
Elodea granatensis Humb. & Bonpl. Hydrocharitaceae Hy S P SA x   





Eragrostis hypnoides (Lam.) Britton, Stern & Poggenb. Poaceae He   A Am     
Eragrostis pectinacea (Michx.) Nees Poaceae He 
 
A Am x 
 
Euphorbia heterophylla L. Euphorbiaceae He   A CA/SA     
Fimbristylis autumnalis (L.) Roem. & Schult. Cyperaceae He 
 
A Am x 
 
Fimbristylis complanata (Retz.) Link Cyperaceae He   P Pantropical     
Fuirena umbellata Rottb. Cyperaceae He 
 
P Cosmopolitan x 
 
Glyceria fluitans (L.) R.Br. Poaceae  He   P Af   x 




Hedychium coronarium J.Koenig Zingiberaceae He   P India/HM   x 




Helanthium tenellum (Mart. ex Schult.f.) J.G.Sm. Alismataceae Hy S A/P CA/SA     
Hippuris vulgaris L. Plantaginaceae Hy S P E 
 
x 
Holcus lanatus L. Poaceae He   A E   x 
Hydrilla verticillata (L.f.) Royle Hydrocharitaceae Hy S P A/Aus/NAf 
 
x 
Hydrocleys nymphoides (Humb. & Bonpl. ex Willd.) Buchenau Alismataceae Hy F P SA x   
Hydrocotyle ranunculoides L.f. Araliaceae Hy/He F/E P Am x 
 
Hydrocotyle umbellata L. Araliaceae Hy F P Am trop. x   
Hydrolea spinosa L. Hydroleaceae He 
 
P NA/SA x 
 
Hymenachne amplexicaulis (Rudge) Nees Poaceae He   P Am x   




Hymenachne pernambucensis (Spreng.) Zuloaga Poaceae He   P CA/SA     




Isachne polygonoides (Lam.) Döll Poaceae He   P CA/SA     




Juncus balticus Willd. Juncaceae He   P E/NA/SA x   
Juncus bufonius L. Juncaceae He 
 
A/P Cosmopolitan x 
 
Juncus capillaceus Lam. Juncaceae He   P SA     




Juncus effusus L. Juncaceae He   P Cosmopolitan x   




Juncus microcephalus Kunth Juncaceae He   P CA/SA     




Juncus tenuis Willd. Juncaceae He   P NA   x 




Kyllinga brevifolia Rottb. Cyperaceae He   P Cosmopolitan x   




Lasthenia kunthii (Less.) Hook. & Arn. Compositae He   P Cosmopolitan     
Leersia hexandra Sw. Poaceae He 
 
P Cosmopolitan x 
 
Lemna aequinoctialis Welw. Araceae Hy FF P SA x   
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Lemna gibba L. Araceae Hy FF A Cosmopolitan x 
 
Lemna minor L. Araceae Hy FF P Cosmopolitan x   
Lemna minuta Kunth Araceae Hy FF P Am 
  
Lemna valdiviana Phil. Araceae Hy FF P NA/SA     
Leptochloa virgata (L.) P.Beauv. Poaceae He 
 
P Am x 
 
Lilaeopsis macloviana (Gand.) A.W. Hill Apiaceae Hy S P SA     
Limnobium laevigatum (Humb. & Bonpl. ex Willd.) Heine  Hydrocharitaceae Hy FF A/P SA x 
 
Limnocharis flava (L.) Buchenau Alismataceae He   P CA/SA/India     
Limosella australis R.Br. Scrophulariaceae He 
 
A NA/SA x 
 
Ludwigia grandiflora (Michx.) Greuter & Burdet  Onagraceae He   P NA/SA     
Ludwigia hexapetala (Hook. & Arn.) Zardini, H.Y. Gu & P.H. Raven Onagraceae He 
 
P Am/SA x 
 
Ludwigia leptocarpa (Nutt.) H.Hara Onagraceae He   P Af/NA/SA x   
Ludwigia octovalvis (Jacq.) P.H.Raven Onagraceae He 
 
P Am x 
 
Ludwigia peploides (Kunth) P.H.Raven Onagraceae He   P A/Aus/Am x   




Luziola bahiensis (Steud.) Hitchc. Poaceae He   P NA/SA     




Mauritia flexuosa L.f. Arecaceae He   P SA     
Mayaca fluviatilis Aubl. Mayacaceae Hy S P Am 
  
Mayaca madida (Vell.) Stellfeld Mayacaceae Hy S A/P SA     
Myriophyllum aquaticum (Vell.) Verdc. Haloragaceae Hy F/S P SA/NZ x 
 
Myriophyllum quitense Kunth Haloragaceae Hy/He S P SA     
Najas guadalupensis (Spreng.) Magnus Hydrocharitaceae Hy S A Am 
  
Najas marina L. Hydrocharitaceae Hy S A Cosmopolitan     





Nelumbo nucifera Gaertn. Nelumbonaceae Hy F   A/Af     
Nymphaea alba L. Nymphaeaceae Hy F P Af/Es/E 
 
x 
Nymphaea amazonum Mart. & Zucc. Nymphaeaceae Hy F P CA/SA x   
Nymphaea ampla (Salisb.) DC. Nymphaeaceae Hy F P CA/SA 
  
Nymphaea lotus L. Nymphaeaceae Hy F P A/Af   x 
Nymphaea mexicana Zucc. Nymphaeaceae Hy F P CA/NA 
 
x 
Nymphaea micrantha Guill. & Perr. Nymphaeaceae Hy F P Af   x 
Nymphaea rubra Roxb. ex Andrews  Nymphaeaceae Hy F P A trop.  
 
x 
Nymphoides fallax Ornduff  Menyanthaceae Hy F A/P NA   x 
Nymphoides indica (L.) Kuntze Menyanthaceae Hy F A/P CA/SA 
  
Oryza grandiglumis (Döll) Prodoehl Poaceae He   A/P SA     




Oryza rufipogon Griff. Poaceae He   P A/Aus   x 





Oxycaryum cubense (Poepp. & Kunth) Palla Cyperaceae He   P Af/Am x   
Panicum elephantipes Nees ex Trin. Poaceae Hy F P CA/SA 
  
Panicum grande Hitchc. & Chase Poaceae He   P CA/SA     




Panicum maximum Jacq. Poaceae He   A/P A/Af   x 





Paspalidium geminatum (Forssk.) Stapf Poaceae He   P A/Af/NA/SA     
Paspalum conjugatum P.J.Bergius Poaceae He 
 
P Am x 
 
Paspalum dilatatum Poir. Poaceae He   P SA x   
Paspalum distichum L. Poaceae He 
 
P NA/SA x 
 
Paspalum fasciculatum Willd. ex Flüggé Poaceae He   P NA/SA x   




Paspalum paniculatum L. Poaceae He   P CA/SA x   
Paspalum repens P.J.Bergius Poaceae Hy F/S P Am 
  
Paspalum vaginatum Sw. Poaceae He   P NA/SA x   
Paspalum wrightii Hitchc. & Chase Poaceae He 
 
P NA/SA x 
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Passiflora foetida L. Passifloraceae He   A/P A/SA     
Persicaria hydropiperoides (Michx.) Small Polygonaceae He 
 
P SA x 
 
Persicaria punctata (Elliott) Small Polygonaceae He   B NA/SA x   





Phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin. ex Steud. Poaceae He   P Cosmopolitan x   
Pistia stratiotes L. Araceae Hy FF P SA x 
 
Polypogon viridis (Gouan.) Breistr. Poaceae He   P E   x 
Pontederia cordata L. Pontederiaceae Hy F P NA/SA 
  
Pontederia rotundifolia L.f. Pontederiaceae Hy F P CA/SA     
Potamogeton illinoensis Morong Potamogetonaceae Hy S P Am 
  
Potamogeton lucens L. Potamogetonaceae Hy S P A/Af/E   x 
Potamogeton natans L. Potamogetonaceae Hy F P A/NA/E 
 
x 
Potentilla anserina L.  Rosaceae He   P E   x 




Pycreus unioloides (R.Br.) Urb. Cyperaceae He   P A/Af/CA/SA     
Ranunculus aquatilis L. Ranunculaceae Hy S A/P 
   
Rhabdadenia madida (Vell.) Miers Apocynaceae He   P CA/SA     




Rhynchospora nervosa (Vahl) Boeckeler Cyperaceae He   P CA/SA     




Rumex acetosella L. Polygonaceae He   P E   x 
Ruppia maritima L. Ruppiaceae Hy S P Cosmopolitan 
  
Sagittaria guayanensis Kunth Alismataceae Hy F A/P SA     
Sagittaria montevidensis Cham. & Schltdl. Alismataceae He 
 
A/P NA/SA x 
 
Sagittaria rhombifolia Cham. Alismataceae He   P SA     





Salvinia auriculata Aubl. Salviniaceae Hy FF A Cosmopolitan x   




Schoenoplectus californicus (C.A.Mey.) Soják Cyperaceae He   A/P Am x   
Scleria gaertneri Raddi  Cyperaceae He 
 
P Af/CA/SA x 
 
Setaria parviflora (Poir.) M.Kerguelen   Poaceae He   P Am x   




Sphagneticola trilobata (L.) Pruski Compositae He   P CA/SA     
Spirodela punctata (G.Mey.) C.H.Thomps. Araceae Hy FF P SA 
  
Stachytarpheta indica (L.) Vahl Verbenaceae He   P CA     




Stratiotes aloides L. Hydrocharitaceae Hy F P E     
Stuckenia filiformis (Pers.) Börner Potamogetonaceae Hy S P A/NA/SA/E 
  
Stuckenia pectinata (L.) Börner Potamogetonaceae Hy S P Cosmopolitan     
Stuckenia striata (Ruiz & Pav.) Holub Potamogetonaceae Hy S P NA/SA 
  
Syngonanthus caulescens (Poir.) Ruhland Eriocaulaceae He   P SA     




Trapa natans L. Lythraceae Hy F   A/E   x 




Typha angustifolia L. Typhaceae He   P A/Af/E/NA   x 
Typha domingensis Pers. Typhaceae He 
 
P SA x 
 
Typha latifolia L. Typhaceae He   P CA/SA/Holoartic x   
Urena lobata L. Malvaceae He 
 
P Pantropical x 
 
Utricularia foliosa L. Lentibulariaceae Hy F P Af/NA/SA     
Utricularia gibba L. Lentibulariaceae Hy F A/P A/NA/CA 
  
Vallisneria americana Michx. Hydrocharitaceae Hy F   NA   x 
Veronica anagallis-aquatica L. Plantaginaceae He 
 
A/P Es/SA x 
 
Victoria amazonica (Poepp.) J.C. Sowerby Nymphaeaceae Hy F A SA x   
Victoria cruziana A.D. Orb. Nymphaeaceae Hy F P SA x 
 
Vigna luteola (Jacq.) Benth. Leguminosae He   A/P A/Af/Aus/SA x   
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Wolffia brasiliensis Wedd. Araceae Hy FF P CA/SA x 
 
Wolffiella lingulata (Hegelm.) Hegelm. Araceae Hy FF P NA/SA     
Wolffiella oblonga (Phil.) Hegelm. Araceae Hy FF P NA/SA 
  
Wolffiella welwitschii (Hegelm.) Monod Araceae Hy FF P Am. Af Trop.     




Zannichellia palustris L. Potamogetonaceae Hy S A/P Cosmopolitan x   
 
(Af Africa, Am America, Aus Australia, AusA Australasia, A Asia, CA Central America, E Europe, Es Eurasia, HM Himalayas, NA 
North America, NAf North Africa, NZ New Zealand, SA South America), and different life cycle and life forms (A annual, A/P 
annual/perennial, B Biannual, P perennial, He helophyte, Hy hydrophyte, F floating, FF free-floating, S submerged). 
Table S2. List of families with the number of genera and species for the sub-set of 250 native and non-native 
aquatic plant species in the 16 regions of South America. 
Family Genera  Species 
Acanthaceae 1 1 
Alismataceae 5 9 
Amaranthaceae 2 4 
Apiaceae 3 3 
Apocynaceae 1 1 
Araceae 5 12 
Araliaceae 1 2 
Arecaceae 1 1 
Blechnaceae 1 1 
Brassicaceae 2 2 
Cabombaceae 1 3 
Cannaceae 1 1 
Ceratophyllaceae 1 2 
Commelinaceae 2 3 
Compositae 5 7 
Crassulaceae 1 1 
Cyperaceae 14 45 
Eriocaulaceae 1 1 
Euphorbiaceae 3 3 
Haloragaceae 1 2 
Hydrocharitaceae 7 11 
Hydroleaceae 1 1 
Hypoxidaceae 1 1 
Juncaceae 1 9 
Juncaginaceae 1 1 
Leguminosae 5 7 
Lentibulariaceae 1 2 
Lythraceae 1 1 
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Malvaceae 1 1 
Marantaceae 1 1 
Mayacaceae 1 2 
Menyanthaceae 1 2 
Nelumbonaceae 1 1 
Nymphaeaceae 2 8 
Ochnaceae 1 1 
Onagraceae 1 6 
Orchidaceae 1 1 
Passifloraceae 1 1 
Plantaginaceae 3 5 
Poaceae 27 55 
Polygonaceae 2 3 
Pontederiaceae 2 5 
Potamogetonaceae 3 8 
Rubiaceae 1 1 
Ruppiaceae 1 1 
Salviniaceae 2 4 
Scrophulariaceae 1 1 
Typhaceae 1 3 
Verbenaceae 1 1 
Xyridaceae 1 1 
Zingiberaceae 1 1 
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Table S3. Distance matrix of floristic similarity (Jaccard coefficient) for the sub-set of 250 native and non-
native aquatic plant species in the 16 regions of South America. FI = Falkland Islands, FG = French Guiana, 
SG and SS = South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands. 
   
  Argentina Bolivia Brazil Chile Colombia Ecuador FI FG Galapagos Guyana Paraguay Peru SG,SS Suriname Uruguay Venezuela 
Argentina 0.000 0.455 0.625 0.775 0.534 0.521 0.816 0.688 0.764 0.711 0.525 0.531 0.944 0.727 0.667 0.597 
Bolivia 0.455 0.000 0.658 0.730 0.627 0.325 0.861 0.659 0.792 0.650 0.590 0.522 0.970 0.700 0.634 0.657 
Brazil 0.625 0.658 0.000 0.729 0.663 0.671 0.922 0.738 0.767 0.753 0.724 0.675 0.973 0.795 0.775 0.653 
Chile 0.775 0.730 0.729 0.000 0.679 0.689 0.855 0.873 0.854 0.909 0.867 0.759 0.968 0.907 0.716 0.763 
Colombia 0.534 0.627 0.663 0.679 0.000 0.526 0.863 0.643 0.791 0.709 0.691 0.607 0.959 0.698 0.673 0.534 
Ecuador 0.521 0.325 0.671 0.689 0.526 0.000 0.872 0.524 0.712 0.500 0.585 0.457 0.972 0.553 0.595 0.591 
FI 0.816 0.861 0.922 0.855 0.863 0.872 0.000 0.971 0.975 1.000 0.968 0.875 0.778 1.000 0.821 0.919 
FG 0.688 0.659 0.738 0.873 0.643 0.524 0.971 0.000 0.659 0.310 0.649 0.660 1.000 0.259 0.725 0.559 
Galapagos 0.764 0.792 0.767 0.854 0.791 0.712 0.975 0.659 0.000 0.744 0.721 0.692 1.000 0.700 0.809 0.732 
Guyana 0.711 0.650 0.753 0.909 0.709 0.500 1.000 0.310 0.744 0.000 0.594 0.682 1.000 0.250 0.789 0.644 
Paraguay 0.525 0.590 0.724 0.867 0.691 0.585 0.968 0.649 0.721 0.594 0.000 0.628 1.000 0.656 0.795 0.714 
Peru 0.531 0.522 0.675 0.759 0.607 0.457 0.875 0.660 0.692 0.682 0.628 0.000 0.973 0.727 0.667 0.657 
SG,SS 0.944 0.970 0.973 0.968 0.959 0.972 0.778 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.973 0.000 1.000 0.960 0.966 
Suriname 0.727 0.700 0.795 0.907 0.698 0.553 1.000 0.259 0.700 0.250 0.656 0.727 1.000 0.000 0.778 0.655 
Uruguay 0.667 0.634 0.775 0.716 0.673 0.595 0.821 0.725 0.809 0.789 0.795 0.667 0.960 0.778 0.000 0.719 
Venezuela 0.597 0.657 0.653 0.763 0.534 0.591 0.919 0.559 0.732 0.644 0.714 0.657 0.966 0.655 0.719 0.000 
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 CHAPTER 2 
 
 PRIORITISATION OF AQUATIC INVASIVE ALIEN PLANTS IN SOUTH 
AMERICA WITH THE US AQUATIC WEED RISK ASSESSMENT 
 
Introduction and aims 
Many efforts have been directed to develop tools to predict and prevent future invasions, as 
after they became invasive their control is costly and might be inefficient. Reliable 
prioritization and risk assessment methods that could help in prevention and management 
of potentially harmful species and they are fundamental tools to tackle biological invasions. 
It is very important to predict which introduced species are able to establish viable 
populations and spread and possible to prevent their entry. In general, there are a number of 
risk analysis, impact assessment, ranking systems, decision trees, and prioritization, 
unfortunately the lack of a common framework for assessing risks posed by IAS on South 
American countries is seen as a key gap. The aim of this research was to prioritize and 
classify the most invasive species applying a standard risk assessment scheme for aquatic 
plants in South America 
Methodology and main results 
The USAqWRA (US Aquatic Weed Risk Assessment) was tested on a set of 40 native and 
non-native aquatic plants, retrieved from the South American DB of aquatic alien plants 
(Cf. Chapter 1). The USAqWRA addresses ecology, competitive ability, dispersal modes 
and reproductive capacity. The USAqWRA assigns a final score and defines categories of 
invasiveness indicating the risk associated with the introduction or invasion, establishing 
three levels of impacts: non-invader, minor and major invader. The USAqWRA 
distinguished between non-invaders and invaders with an overall accuracy of 84.9% in 
South America and 54.1% in the 16 regions. 
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Conclusions 
The study highlights that the USAqWRA could represent a suitable screening protocol to 
prioritize aquatic species that have the potential to cause negative impacts, prevent attempts 
of introduction and to manage risky aquatic plants in South America. 
 
Lozano, V., Brundu, G. (2016). Prioritisation of aquatic invasive alien plants in South America with the US 
Aquatic Weed Risk Assessment. Hydrobiologia 1-16, DOI: DOI: 10.1007/s10750-016-2858-8 
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 CHAPTER 3 
 
 NATIVE AND NON-NATIVE AQUATIC PLANTS OF SOUTH AMERICA: 
COMPARING AND INTEGRATING GBIF RECORDS WITH LITERATURE 
DATA  
 
Introduction and aims 
Open access to primary biodiversity data is essential for enabling effective decision making 
in the conservation of biodiversity. In the scientific and conservation communities, there is 
wide emerging consensus that data should be freely, openly available in a sustained, 
persistent and secure way. This adversely affects the optimal utility of the biodiversity data. 
The main goal of this study was to assess the state of data availability and reliability for 
aquatic plant species in South America. 
Methodology and main results 
A set of 40 native and 40 non-native aquatic species was selected from the South American 
DB (Cf. Chapter 1). These 80 species included a sub-set of 40 alien species previously 
evaluated with the USAqWRA scheme (US Aquatic Weed Risk Assessment) (Cf. Chapter 
2). Species with non-reliable identification, duplicates of the same collection, records 
poorly georeferenced were removed from the dataset. New records were manually 
compiled through classical literature research. All the georeferenced records (GBIF + 
literature) were used for the mapping and the comparative analysis.  
Conclusions 
The two datasets provide quite significantly different information and the combination of 
the two offers new information that would not exist in a single data source. Nevertheless, a 
careful quality evaluation of the primary information, both in the case of literature and 
GBIF should be conducted, before the data is used for further analyses. 
Lozano V, Chapman DS, Brundu G (2017). Native and non-native aquatic plants of South America: 
comparing and integrating GBIF records with literature data. Management of Biological Invasions, 8, 443-
454. 
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 CHAPTER 4 
 
 ECOLOGICAL NICHE DYNAMICS ACROSS CONTINENTS IN AQUATIC 
PLANTS NATIVE TO SOUTH AMERICA AND INVASIVE ELSEWHERE 
 
Introduction and aims 
Understanding possible niche shifts between the native and invaded ranges of invasive 
aquatic plants is challenging. Most studies address terrestrial species, due to the lack of 
freshwater-specific environmental information at sufficiently fine spatial resolution. On the 
assumption that niche is conserved during the invasion process, I investigated the extent to 
which niches of aquatic plants are conserved comparing their native niches in South 
America with invaded niches in Africa, Australia, Europe and North America. 
Methodology and main results 
The estimated niche for the native region was projected onto each invaded region to 
generate potential distributions there. Freshwater-specific climate and environmental 
variables were collected from a standardized 1x1-km grid. Species occurrences were 
obtained from different world-databases. PCA-env analyses was used to assess the 
similarity between niches with the ecospat R package. Niche dynamics analysis was 
performed using three approximations to compare invaded niches with native niche: 1) 
niche overlap (D); 2) niche equivalence and 3) the niche similarity. Additionally, niche 
zones within the environmental space were identified by overlapping the native and 
invasive niches: unfilled; overlap and expansion. While the overlap values measured the 
proportion of niche conserved, the expansion values estimated the proportion niche 
expanded. It was found, that when analog climate niches are compared between species 
distribution ranges, some are conserved, while others expand their ranges. The results can 
be useful to demonstrate that while species occupied subsets of its original native niche, in 
some continents can occupy new environments, meaning that the niche is shifted. 
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Conclusions 
These findings can be used to identify areas at risk of recently introduced alien plants, and 
develop future monitoring programs for aquatic ecosystems, prioritizing control efforts, 
which enables the effective use of ecological niche models to forecast aquatic invasion in 
other geographic regions. 
 
Ecological niche dynamics across continents in aquatic plants native to South America 
and invasive elsewhere 
Niche shift during invasion 
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Abstract  
Niche shifts between the native and invaded ranges of invasive aquatic plants have been challenged. Most 
studies address terrestrial species, due to the lack of freshwater-specific environmental information at 
sufficiently fine spatial resolution. On the assumption that niche is conserved during the invasion process, we 
investigated the extent to which niches of aquatic plants are conserved comparing their native niches in South 
America with invaded niches in Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe and North America. The estimated niche for 
the native region was projected onto each invaded region to generate potential distributions there. Niche 
dynamics analysis was performed using three approximations to compare invaded niches with native niche: 
niche overlap; niche equivalence and the niche similarity. Additionally, we indentified niche zones within the 
environmental space by overlapping the native and invasive niches: unfilled; overlap and expansion. While 
the overlap values measured the proportion of niche conserved, the expansion values estimated the proportion 
niche expanded. We found, that when analog climate niches are compared between species distribution 
ranges, some are conserved, while others expand their ranges. Our results are useful to demonstrate that while 
occupied subsets of its original native niche, in some continents its niche shifted. These findings can be used 
to identify areas at risk of recently introduction of neophytes, and develop future monitoring programs for 
aquatic ecosystems, prioritizing control efforts, which enables the effective use of ecological niche models to 
forecast aquatic invasion in other geographic regions. 
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Keywords climate change, hydroclimatic variables, invasive aquatic plants, niche dynamics, niche shift, 
species distribution models (SDMs) 
 
1. Introduction 
Freshwater ecosystems, are vulnerable to both climate change and biological invasion at 
broad spatial scales (Dudgeon et al. 2006). In future years, water temperature is expected to 
increase, and the modification of precipitation events may alter flow regimes (Whitehead et 
al. 2009; Watts et al. 2015). Compared to terrestrial plants, aquatic plants are shown to have 
a higher probability of becoming invasive in new environments (see Andreu and Vilà, 
2010). For example, Egeria densa Planch. (Hydrocharitaceae); Eichhornia crassipes 
(Mart.) Solms (Pontederiaceae); Myriophyllum aquaticum (Vell.) Verdc. (Haloragaceae); 
Pistia stratiotes L. (Araceae) and Salvinia molesta D.S. Mitch. (Salviniaceae) are five 
aquatic plant species native to South America and highly invasive elsewhere. They have 
been introduced into Europe, North America, Australia and New Zealand, where they 
increasingly expand their range (Yarrow et al. 2009; Hussner 2012; Thouvenot et al. 2013a) 
and have been reported as the most damaging alien plants in South Africa's freshwater 
systems (Henderson and Cilliers, 2002; Hoveka et al. 2016). In both, terrestrial and 
freshwater ecosystems species distribution models (SDMs) can be used as tools for 
assessing the suitability for establishment if introduced outside the native range (e.g., 
Ficetola et al 2007; Broennimann and Guisan; 2008; Hulme 2012; Petitpierre et al.; 2012; 
Guisan et al. 2013). Through SDMs predictions is also possible identify the factors that 
contribute to niche shifts between native and invaded ranges (Li et al. 2014). SDMs have 
generally been proven to reflect the correct response to climate change (Stephens et al. 
2016). Species distributions are correlated with climatic conditions more strongly than with 
other factors, at least at coarse spatial resolutions (Thuiller et al., 2004; Luoto et al., 2007; 
Hortal et al., 2010). Such models identify sets of variables associated with the presence of 
invasive species to project their requirements onto the geographic space (Guisan and 
Thuiller 2005).  
One assumption underlying SDMs is the principle of niche conservatism. This concept 
assumes that species tend to preserve their ancestral niches requirements over time and 
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space (Wiens et al. 2010) or change only slowly over hundreds to millions of years (Wiens 
and Graham 2005, Pearman et al. 2008). Assuming niche conservatism, then invasive 
ranges can be predicted with models fitted with data from the native range (Peterson and 
Vieglais 2001). For example, the reliability of predictions provided by SDMs is 
questionable if niche shifts have truly taken place in different areas (Bennett et al. 2010, 
Wiens and Graham 2005, Wiens et al. 2010). Chapman et al. (2017) demonstrated how can 
be simulate a potential niche shift of Ambrosia artemisiifolia L. using forward-mechanistic 
species distribution model. They provide a relationship between changes to functional traits 
of the species and their consequences for niche and distributional shifts (i.e., established 
population triggers a niche shift toward cooler climates), probably occuring by rapid 
evolution process during invasion. Guisan et al. (2014) built a review on empirical invasion 
studies, reporting 36 studies comparing the niche of exotic species between their native and 
exotic ranges. Therefore, they concluded niche shifts probably depend on the organism, 
methods and data used. Petitpierre et al. (2012) concluded, in a study on 50 Holarctic plant 
invaders, that climatic niche shift are rare between the native and the invasive ranges, 
consequently the models can usefully predict invasion in the non-native range. 
 
Many studies have investigated invasive plant species distribution through projection by 
SDMs (Kriticos et al. 2003; Peterson et al. 2008; Qin et al. 2014; Thalmann et al. 2015) and 
climatic niche shifts (Early and Sax 2014; Guisan et al. 2014), but only few of them have 
used non-native aquatic plant species (Heikkinen et al. 2009; Alahuhta et al. 2011; Hoveka 
et al. 2016; Lopes et al. 2017). Although few studies have investigated whether or not the 
niches of aquatic plant species are conserved at broad spatial extents (see Alahuhta et al. 
2017), Chambers et al. (2008) suggest that the ecological niches of aquatic macrophytes 
remain unchanged in space. Based on the general assumption of conserved niches for 
aquatic plant species (Chambers et al. 2008), the expectation is that species niche remain 
relatively similar in the native and invaded range and that niche extent are moderately wide 
for all species in all study areas. Nevertheless, recent studies have suggested that niche 
conservatism does not occur in all invasive species (Broennimann et al. 2010; Petitpierre et 
al. 2012).  
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Non-native species offer excellent model systems for examining niche conservatism 
associated with biological invasions (Sax et al. 2007; Peterson 2011; Schulte et al. 2012). In 
particular the five aquatic species chosen for this study, in both ranges (native and non-
native), occurs in disturbed and natural freshwater ecosystems, but it rarely reaches 
densities in the native range as high as observed in the invaded range. In this study, we 
focused on the potential distribution and further niche shifts detected on five South 
American invasive aquatic plants, that have major impacts in their introduced ranges. 
Previous studies considered the distribution of some of these species, but so far they have 
only been made at a country scale or based on a limited set of algorithms or bioclimatic 
variables useful mostly for terrestrial plants (Gallardo and Aldridge 2013; Kelly et al. 
2014). By applying rigorous modelling methods and selected hydroclimatic variables 
specific for aquatic environments, we aimed 1) to assess the current potential distribution of 
five South American invasive aquatic plants, using SDMs to compare, across continents the 
relative importance of the climatic, and spatial components of the niche space on each 
species distribution within a given region and 2) quantified the dynamics of climatic niches 
in analogous climates (i.e., the climates that are available in both native and invaded 
extents) between the native and the invaded ranges for five South American aquatic plant 
species at large-scale.  
 
2. Methodology 
2.1 - Study species and occurrence data 
We selected five well-known aquatic plant species native from South America and invasive 
elsewhere (i.e., Eichhornia crassipes (Mart.) Solms, Egeria densa Planch., Myriophyllum 
aquaticum (Vell.) Verdc., Pistia stratiotes L. and Salvinia molesta D.S. Mitch.), to carried 
out the distribution models and ecological niche shift. We selected this five species based 
on the high level of invasiveness reported by Lozano and Brundu (2016) in the risk 
assessment for aquatic species in South America. In addition to the native distribution, we 
distinguish locations where the species has become invasive within South America but 
outside the historic native range (classified as alien in). 
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Species occurrences from their native and introduced ranges were obtained using the 
“Spocc” R package (Chamberlain 2017). The package allowed us download data 
occurrence from Global Biodiversity Information Facility (www.gbif.org), Atlas of Living 
Australia (www.ala.org.au/), Biodiversity Information Serving Our Nation 
(www.bison.usgs.gov), iNaturalist (www.inaturalist.org), Ecoengine Interface 
(www.github.com/ropensci/ecoengine), iDigBio (www.idigbio.org) and Ocean Biographic 
Information System (www.iobis.org) (accessed February, 2017). Occurrence data were 
supplemented with information from the literature and from an expert working group. 
Occurrence records with insufficient spatial precision, potential errors (e.g., taxonomic 
misunderstand, duplicates of the same sample), or that were outside of the coverage of the 
predictor layers (e.g., sea points, small islands) were excluded. We also excluded records 
collected before 1950. After an evaluation of casual records, e.g. those where winter frosts 
are known to kill the species or populations known to occupy climatically anomalous 
micro-habitats, were also removed. We decided to remove these records based mostly on: 
mean temperature of the warmest quarter < 10 − 15 °C (below the minimum growth 
temperature); mean minimum temperature of the coldest month < -3 − 0 °C (prolonged 
exposure to lethal frosts) and precipitation of the warmest quarter < 4 − 5 mm (only small 
and seasonally dry habitat is available, which is expected to be of low suitability). Table 1 
shows the requirements for each hydroclimatic variable used in the model. 
Table 1. Tolerances range for each species in the hydroclimatic variables used in the model. 
  
Hydroclimatic variables 
Species Tolerances range Hydro 6 Hydro 10 Hydro 18 
Egeria densa  stop growth at < 6 degree, but can survive at 1 degree under 15 cm of ice > -2 > 15 > 4,09 
Eichhornia crassipes  limiting temperature for germination is 5-10 C° > -3 > 10 > 4,09 
Myriophyllum aquaticum  tolerate freezing temperatures in California's Bay > -2 > 10  > 4,09 
Pistia stratiotes  prolonged exposure to lethal frosts > 0 > 10 > 5 
Salvinia molesta  prolonged exposure to lethal frosts > 0 > 10 > 6 
 
After removing duplicate records or doubtful point data, we created the models with a total 
geographic records of 652 for E. densa, 3,210 for E. crassipes, 1,485 for M. aquaticum, 
1,688 for P. stratiotes, and 704 for S. molesta (Figure S1). The remaining records were 
gridded at a 0.25 degree resolution.  
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2.2 - Climate and freshwater system data 
Freshwater-specific climate data were collected from “Near-global environmental 
information for freshwater ecosystems” (www.earthenv.org/streams). The dataset consists 
of near-global, spatially continuous, and freshwater-specific environmental variables in a 
standardized 1km grid. Domisch et al. (2015) “delineated the sub-catchment for each grid 
cell along the HydroSHEDS river network and summarized the upstream environment 
(climate, topography, land cover, surface geology and soil) to each grid cell using various 
metrics (average, minimum, maximum, range, sum, inverse distance-weighted average and 
sum). All variables were subsequently averaged across single lakes and reservoirs of the 
Global lakes and Wetlands Database that are connected to the river network”. We found 
useful and novel for our specific aquatic research that monthly climate variables were 
summarized into 19 long-term climatic variables following the “bioclim” framework, there 
after called “hydroclimatic variables”. Based on natural history data of each aquatic 
species, the following hydroclimatic and environmental variables that we chose to model 
the species were: Hydro 06 = Minimum Upstream Temperature of Coldest Month 
(reflecting exposure to frost); Hydro 10 = Mean Upstream Temperature of Warmest 
Quarter (reflecting the growing season thermal regime) and Hydro 18 (log10 (1+ hydro_18 
transformed mm) = Upstream Precipitation of Warmest Quarter (seasonal drying out of 
waterbodies may reduce suitability). Since our model have aquatic habitat requirements, we 
filtered our projected suitability maps to only include cells containing aquatic ecosystems 
adapted to our species. We downloaded land use datasets from the Global lakes and 
wetlands cover (GLWD) (Lehner and Döll 2004).  
 
2.3 - Species distribution models (SDMs) 
We used species distribution models (SDMs) to predict potential suitable areas for the 
invasion on aquatic species, employing “biomod2” R package (Thuiller et al. 2016). We 
generated potential distributions of the species in their native and invaded regions. For 
assembling the model, we used presence-background data (presence-only). The background 
(called “pseudo-absences”), contrast the environment at the species occurrence locations 
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against a random sample of the global background environmental conditions. The 
background region comprised the native range, accessible parts of the invaded range and 
highly unsuitable regions. To control for spatial biases in recording effort, the background 
was weighted in proportion to the Tracheophyte record density on GBIF. To sample as 
much of the background environment as possible, twenty background sub-samples and 
10,000 randomly generated points (i.e., pseudo-absences) were used to estimate the density 
of available environments, in each cell of the environmental space, which is sufficiently 
large to ensure model convergence (Figure S2).  
 
Each dataset (i.e., combination of the presences and the individual background samples) 
was randomly split into 80% for model training and 20% for model evaluation. Then, nine 
statistical algorithms were fitted with the default biomod2, including: three regression 
methods 1) Generalised linear model (GLM), 2) Generalised additive model (GAM) and 3) 
Multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS); two classification methods 4) 
Classification tree algorithm (CTA) and 5) Flexible discriminant analysis (FDA); and four 
machine learning methods 6) Artificial neural network (ANN), 7) Generalised boosting 
model (GBM), 8) maximum  entropy (MaxEnt) and 9) Random forest (RF). 
 
Variable importance was obtained and variable response functions were produced using 
biomod2 (Figure S3). Model predictive performance was assessed by calculating the Area 
Under the Receiver-Operator Curve (AUC) for model predictions on the evaluation data, 
that were reserved from model fitting. AUC can be interpreted as the probability that a 
randomly selected presence has a higher model-predicted suitability than a randomly 
selected absence. This information was used to combine the predictions of the different 
algorithms to produce ensemble projections of the model. For this, the three algorithms 
with the lowest AUC were first rejected and then predictions of the remaining algorithms 
were averaged, weighted by their AUC (Table S1). 
 
2.4 - Niche analysis  
2.4.1 - Niche overlap and test of niche shift 
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We used PCA-env analyses (see Broennimann et al. 2012) to assess the similarity between 
niches, depicting a multivariate climatic space calculated with the climatic variables. This 
procedure allowed us to evaluate the hypothesis of niche conservatism between native and 
invaded ranges. For each PCA, performed to compare the native niche with its niches 
estimated for each invaded region, we used the first two axes to define the environmental 
space (i.e., each cell corresponds to a unique set of climate conditions) divided into 100 x 
100 cells. We used three approximations to compare invaded niches with native niche: 1) 
niche overlap (the zone shared between native and invasive niches) − measuring of the D 
metric, indicates the overall match between two niches over the whole climatic space and 
varies between 0 (no overlap) and 1 (complete overlap) − (Schoener, 1970; reviewed in 
Warren et al. 2008); 2) test of niche equivalency (NE) and 3) test of niche similarity (NS) 
(methodology described in Warren et al. 2008). NE determines whether niches in two 
geographical ranges are equivalent (i.e., whether the niche overlap is constant when 
randomly reallocating the occurrences among the two ranges) and NS addresses whether 
the environmental niche occupied in one range is more similar to the one occupied in the 
other range than would be expected by chance. Rejection of NE means that the niches of 
native and non-native populations are not statistically equivalent, while a rejection of NS 
indicates that niches are more similar than expected at random. 
 
2.4.2 - Niche unfilling and expansion 
Additionally, we indentified niche zones within the environmental space by overlapping the 
native and invasive niches (see Petitpierre et al. 2012): 1) unfilled (U), the zone on the 
native niche not shared with the invaded niche; 2) stable (S), the zone where species occurs 
in both ranges; and 3) expansion (E), the zone on the invaded niche not shared with the 
native niche. While the S values measured the proportion of niche conserved, the E values 
estimated the proportion niche expanded (i.e., characterize true niche shifts). The unfilled 
zone (U) assesses the fraction of niche not yet occupied by the species in the invaded range. 
These indices were measured in the climatic space shared between the native and invaded 
ranges in order to avoid detecting niche shifts due to climatic non-availability in the native 
range. 
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3. Results  
3.1 - Model evaluation 
In total, there were 645 grid cells with recorded occurrence for E. densa, 1077 for E. 
crassipes, 637 for M. aquaticum, 817 for P. stratiotes and 237 for S. molesta available for 
the modeling. 
Across the modelled, the discrimination ability (AUC) between aquatic species records and 
grid cells without records (‘absences’) was shown in table S1. The minimum and maximum 
AUC values from model outputs generated by ensemble model for the species ranged from 
0.867 to 0.970. These results indicate a relatively high performance of our species 
distribution models. The variable importance of the fitted model algorithms and the 
ensemble suggested that suitability was most strongly determined by the minimum 
upstream temperature of coldest month ranged between 53.3% and 85% among the five 
species (Table S1). 
The response plots show that the ensemble model estimated biologically reasonable curves, 
with suitability limited by harsh frosts, low growing season temperatures particularly in the 
case of E. crassipes, low cover of large wetlands and low precipitation in the growing 
season (Figure S3). The function also indicated that suitability was reduced if minimum 
temperatures were too high. 
 
3.2 - Current potential distribution 
The areas estimated to be climatically suitable for the invasive aquatic species under 
current climatic conditions were illustrated for the world (Figure 1). The projection of E. 
densa, E. crassipes and S. molesta models indicated high suitability throughout the tropical 
and subtropical parts of the world (areas in yellow; Figure 1). In addition, areas suitable for 
the distribution of M. aquaticum and P. stratiotes were found in subtropical parts of the 
world. Non-native occurrences of the species were largely consistent with this projection. 
Among the five species the potential geographical range for E. crassipes and S. molesta 
was predicted to be extremely broad. In general terms, its region extent is restricted by cold 
stress. The model predictions were based on natural water temperatures. Nevertheless, 
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wherever the water temperature is warm enough (e.g., warming associated with industrial 
outflows), the species might established. No climatically suitable areas for the species were 
identified in the Andean cordillera in Chile (some high altitude areas are too cold for 
persistence), but a high suitability in southeast North America, possible causing an invasion 
threat where there are sources of standing water. 
 
 
Figure 1. Global projected suitability for: Egeria densa, Eichhornia crassipes, Myriophyllum aquaticum, 
Pistia stratiotes and Salvinia molesta. Establishment in the current climate. For visualization, the projection 
has been aggregated to a 0.25 x 0.25 degree resolution, by taking the maximum suitability of constituent 
higher resolution grid cells. The white areas have climatic conditions outside the range of the training data so 
were excluded from the projection.  
3.3 - Niche analysis  
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We report the results of niche dynamics quantified by PCA calibrated on climate 
availability within the native range extents at fine resolution, due to the larger sample size 
of invaded ranges. The PCA-env analyses of native and invaded regions showed changes in 
the size of the niches and in the position of the areas (i.e. highest density of occurrences). In 
general, the correlation circle, the arrow directions show that the niche moved towards 
colder (BIO6) and driest (BIO 18) climates in all continents except in North America 
(Figure S4). The importance of climate and environmental variables on the studied species’ 
distributions varied strongly across study across the areas. Of the climate proxy variables, 
minimum temperature of the coldest month had the highest effect on the studied species. 
 
The level of niche overlap among species vary between 3 and 49%. In general M. 
aquaticum had the highest average in the overlap index (D = 0.33) and S. molesta the 
lowest (D = 0.14). North America was the continent with the higher values of overlap area 
(E. densa D = 0.39; E. crassipes D = 0.36; M. aquaticum D = 0.43; P. stratiotes D = 0.43; 
S. molesta D = 0.10), around 40% of the predicted distribution is occupied by the species 
(Figure 2, S5; Table S2). On the contrary, Africa was one of the continent with the highest 
unfilled areas (i.e., zone on the native niche not shared with the invaded niche) of the 
predicted distribution. Niche expansion beyond native climate conditions varied widely 
among species. Expansion areas were big for North America compared with other 
continents (Table S2; Figure S5). The highest expansion values were reported for S. 
molesta in Europe (0.95), Africa (0.86) and North America (0.75), followed by E. densa 
(0.33) in North America. In all cases, the native region had a greater niche breadth than any 
of the invaded regions and the shift occurs within the limits of the native niche (Figure S5). 
In Amazonian E. densa and S. molesta occupy areas not predicted by its distribution in the 
native range (see Figure 1). When the South American model was projected onto Africa, 
Asia and (modified-niche-to-invaded), the unfilled area in both continents (i.e., new 
potential distribution areas) increased in 88% and 77% respectively for E. densa. The same 
for M. aquaticum in Africa (71%) and Asia (62%) and for S. molesta in Europe with 69% 
(Table S2; Figure S5). In all cases, the native region had a greater niche breadth than any of 
the invaded regions. 
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Figure 2. Example of climatic niche dynamics between native and invaded ranges of Eichhornia crassipes. 
The contour lines delineate the available niche in its native range (green) and in its invaded range (red). The 
solid and dashed contour lines illustrate, respectively, 100% and 75% of the available (background) 
environment. The colored areas correspond to the expansion zone (red), unfilled zone (green) and the overlap 
zone (blue), resulting from overlaying the native niche with the invaded niche. The solid arrows represent the 
change in the centre of the species niche (climatic space) between the native and invaded ranges. The colored 
numbers represent the niche unfilling (green), expansion (red) and overlap (blue) index. 
 
In North America, the shift on the highest density of occurrences surpasses the limits of the 
native niche for E. densa, E. crassipes and M. aquaticum, while for the other continents, 
this shift occurs within these limits (Figure S5). 
The niche equivalency tests confirmed that invasive niches for the five species are not 
identical to the native niche. The niche similarity test across the world were not significant 
for all species (i.e., similarity test with a significance level ≤ 0.05) (Table S3, Figure S6). 
This indicates that the occupation of the species does not follow a pattern expected by 
native niche requirements and seems to be random. Nevertheless, this pattern can be 
explained by several factors as: 1) the distribution observed could be mostly human 
induced, 2) the database is biased or 3) the environmental data are too broad scaled. This 
indicates that the species not remain in South America climates and are rarely found in new 
climates, and not only occupies areas with similar climatic condition to those found in its 
native range (i.e., the niche of the species in invasive ranges is less similar to the niche of 
the native region than would be expected by chance). In accordance with this, when the 
climate niches in the invaded region and the native region are not more similar than 
expected by chance, indicates that in the invaded range the occupation of the species does 
not follow a pattern expected by native niche requirements and seems to be random (i.e., 
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some of which are similar to the climatic condition in its native range, while others are 
different). 
4. Discussion 
In this study, we predicted the global changes in climate suitability for five invasive aquatic 
plants which have massive economic and ecological impacts, highlighting that large 
portions of aquatic ecosystems are predicted to be suitable for these species in most regions 
of the world. Our predictions illustrate the potential climatic range of species based on their 
modeled environmental niches, and the occurrence of species within their suitable climatic 
range, but the models did not consider local factors such as water body size, water depth, or 
water quality (pH, nutrients and turbidity) which can greatly influence the suitability of 
aquatic environments for the aquatic plants (Feijoó et al. 2002; Hussner et al. 2009; 
Hussner et al. 2010; Bornette and Puijalon 2010). 
 
The predictions on the current climate ranges, of the invasive aquatic species presented in 
this study, reflect their current distribution, especially outside their native range, but in 
some cases, have not yet been introduced into every continent. According to Gillar et al. 
(2017), one reason is, the time since introduction into their invasive range has not always 
allowed them to be in equilibrium with the environment, and probably have not reached all 
of their suitable environments yet. Since in many cases the species are not at equilibrium, 
model performance is not accurate during the invasion process, and false-presences may be 
misleading if they represent areas that have yet to be colonized (Peterson et al., 2008) and 
are treated as pseudo-absences in model building. 
On the other hand, in marginal habitat quality, these species would be unable to reproduce, 
and this may lead to an overestimation of the potential impact of invasive species (Bradley, 
2013). 
 
In the native range of E. densa, E. crassipes, P. stratiotes and S. molesta the climatic 
potential range appears to extend into cooler areas of Argentina than it has been reported. 
The northern potential distribution for E. crassipes in Europe is defined by cold stress, with 
climatically suitable habitat encircling the Pyrenees in southern France. All of the countries 
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of the Mediterranean basin and North Africa are at significant risk, in terms of degree of 
climate suitability. Nonetheless, the standing water resources throughout the Mediterranean 
basin are critical to human survival as a means of surviving the summer drought period that 
typifies the Mediterranean climate (Kriticos and Brunel 2016). The climatic potential range 
for M. aquaticum and E. densa appears to extend into cooler areas of north Europe.  
The native potential distribution showed the highest probabilities of presence across in 
Amazonian for E. densa, P. stratiotes and S. molesta, also in the lower slopes of the 
Andean cordillera in Colombia – except for P. startiotes and S. molesta –, and some 
evergreen forests in southern Venezuela, except for M. aquaticum – all characterized by dry 
and warm climates – showed the highest presence probabilities.  
The predicted range of M. aquaticum shows that this species has suitable climatic areas at 
latitudes which are further north than those suitable the others aquatic plants, this result is 
consistent with models by Kelly et al. (2014) in Ireland and Gillar et al. (2017) at global 
scale, where could expand their distribution. In accordance with Gillard et al. (2017) M. 
aquaticum generally having the lowest habitat suitability throughout the world.  
 
In general, at global scale climate is most strongly driver associated with the distribution 
changes but is the least important factor associated with the regional distribution of aquatic 
invasive species, e.g. in Ireland (Kelly et al. 2014). The global ranges climatic tolerances 
set by mean annual temperature and minimum temperature of coldest month. According to 
Kelly et al. (2014) is possible that a stronger association with climatic variables would 
emerge if variables specific to freshwater habitats will used (e.g., max, min and mean water 
surface temperatures). In our study we used specific hydroclimatic variables associated 
with freshwater environments. Additionally, the GLWD used in this study to limit the 
potential presence of the species to aquatic environments, represents current locations of 
water bodies and wetlands. 
 
Niche shift has been documented in several invasive plant species (Chapman et al. 2017; 
Goncalves et al. 2014; Li et al. 2014) and there is still, considerable debate on the climatic 
niche conservatism of species (Losos 2008; Wiens et al. 2010; Peterson 2011; Pearman et 
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al. 2014). As far as we are aware, our study is one of the first approach to identify the 
realized climatic niche shifts between invaded and native ranges for invasive aquatic 
species. It is well known that realized niche shifts can result from 1) changes in dispersal 
limitations and biotic interactions between native and invaded ranges and 2) introduction 
history and rapid evolution (Pearman et al. 2008; Alexander and Edwards 2010). Our 
results demonstrate that even though the niches occupied by the five aquatic species across 
the world are subsets of its native niche in South America, mostly in North America these 
species’ niche shifted towards colder climates, with temperatures that frequently exceed the 
maxima recorded in its native region. The presence of the aquatic species in novel climatic 
conditions indicates that its niche has not been conserved in some continents (e.g., North 
America and Africa) throughout the process of invasion, therefore suggesting a greater 
capacity to invade new regions than previously thought. 
The proportion of realized niche shifts in the invaded range implies that many non-native 
aquatic species only occupy, in the native and invaded range, a part of the environment that 
is potentially suitable, because of dispersal limitations and changes in biological 
interactions.  
In addition, for widespread species as E. crassipes or M. aquaticum multiple introductions 
across continents from different source populations in the native range, could facilitate the 
mixture of previously native populations and increase the genetic variation in invading 
populations (Kolbe et al. 2004). Such event may promote the capacity of the species to 
respond to selection in new environments, favoring the occurrence of fundamental niche 
shifts (Pearman et al. 2008; Alexander and Edwards, 2010). 
According to Li et al. (2014) larger native range sizes may, however, explain the lower 
niche shifts in plants, compared with other species. In contrast, Alahuhta et al. (2017), 
found little evidence for niche conservatism in the distributions of the 11 macrophyte 
species among Finland, Sweden, Minnesota and Wisconsin. They found that species were 
mostly affected by same climate variables, as well as in our study. Nevertheless, their main 
finding that niches of lake for some aquatic plants (mostly hydrophytes) may not be 
conserved over space and time has various ecological implications. Modelling the 
distributions of invasive species and those of species assumed to respond to climate change 
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is based on the idea that niches are conserved (Wiens and Graham 2005, Wiens et al. 2010). 
Soberón and Peterson (2011) demonstrated even in the absence of competitors and 
evolutionary processes, diverse environmental conditions will produce different existing 
fundamental niches, and therefore, different realized niches. Then Alahuhta et al. (2017), 
discussed that the potential lack of niche conservatism in aquatic plants could be due: 1) an 
unsuitable or incomplete set of explanatory variables; 2) genetic variation; or 3) phenotypic 
plasticity within species. According to Ackerly (2003), genetic variation may explain niche 
shift between continents, whereas phenotypic plasticity may be a more important factor in 
within-continent comparisons. On the other hand, high levels of phenotypic plasticity have 
been reported for aquatic plant species (Eller and Brix 2012). 
 
5. Conclusion 
Our models predicted future northward shifts in the bioclimatic ranges of the species in 
their invasive ranges (e.g., North America). The increase in bioclimatic suitability may 
accelerate the rate of expansion of their northernmost invasion front. 
The results provided insights into the climatic niche dynamics for both native and invaded 
ranges on aquatic plants. Based on our results, ordinations seem to be more appropriate 
than SDMs for investigating niche overlap. However, SDMs are able to select and rank 
variables according to their importance in delimiting the niche. This understanding may 
facilitate better that biological invasion predictions are a global problem and, thus, a global-
scale approach is necessary to test the underlying mechanisms involved in this process. 
The aquatic species we studied have global ranges (Chambers et al. 2008), and probably 
lack of climatic control on the distributions of these species, even at broad geographical 
extents. We suggest in further analysis (e.g., case of weak climatic effects), study the 
importance of local habitat conditions. In this case we agree with Alahuhta et al. (2017), 
that the climate niches of aquatic plants are more or less conserved, whereas the local 
niches of those species are more likely to be driven by variations in local environmental 
conditions (i.e., investigating local niches). 
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Figure S1. Map with geographic points showing the occurrence records obtained for Egeria densa, 
Eichhornia crassipes, Myriophyllum aquaticum, Pistia stratiotes and Salvinia molesta. 
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Figure S2. Randomly selected background grid cells used in the modelling of Egeria densa, Eichhornia 
crassipes, Myriophyllum aquaticum, Pistia stratiotes and Salvinia molesta. 
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Figure S3. Partial response plots from the fitted models. Thin coloured lines show responses from the seven 
algorithms, while the thick black line is the response of their ensemble. In each plot, other model variables are 
held at their median value in the training data. 
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Figure S4. The last line shows the correlation circles, which indicate the weight of each bioclimatic variable 
on the niche space defined by the first two principal component axes. The predictor climatic variables are 
Hydro 06 (Minimum Upstream Temperature of Coldest Month), Hydro 10 (Mean Upstream Temperature of 
Warmest Quarter), Hydro 18 (Upstream Precipitation of Warmest Quarter) and the Global lakes and wetlands 
cover (GLWD). 
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Figure S5. Niche dynamics between native and invaded ranges of five South American aquatic species. The 
contour lines delineate the available niche in its native range (green) and in its invaded range (red). The solid 
and dashed contour lines illustrate, respectively, 100% and 75% of the available (background) environment. 
The colored areas correspond to the expansion zone (red), unfilled zone (green) and the overlap zone (blue), 
resulting from overlaying the native niche with the invaded niche. The solid arrows represent the change in 
the centre of the species niche (climatic space) between the native and invaded ranges. The colored numbers 
represent the niche unfilling (green), expansion (red) and overlap (blue) index. 
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Figure S6. Statistical tests for niche comparisons between native and invaded regions. Observed frequencies 
for the niche overlap index (D) in relation to the expected D for p = 0.05. The columns compare niches 
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Table S1. Summary of the cross-validation predictive performance (AUC) and variable importance of the 
fitted model algorithms and the ensemble (AUC-weighted average of the best performing seven algorithms). 





















GLM 0.785 64.1 11.2 10.9 13.8 
GBM 0.869 57.2 25.4 8.4 9.1 
GAM 0.837 52.5 25.8 8.9 12.8 
CTA 0.820 51.2 28.0 8.8 12.0 
ANN 0.854 51.2 30.4 6.9 11.5 
FDA 0.818 56.9 14.0 6.4 22.6 
MARS 0.852 53.9 23.7 9.8 12.6 
RF 0.797 42.7 31.2 9.4 16.7 
MAXENT 0.861 50.4 25.8 10.1 13.6 
Ensemble 0.867 53.3 24.8 8.5 13.4 
Eichhornia 
crassipes 
GLM 0.933 72.1 19.4 6.6 2.0 
GBM 0.936 64.9 23.0 10.4 1.7 
GAM 0.935 64.8 23.9 10.1 1.2 
CTA 0.920 65.4 21.9 10.6 2.1 
ANN 0.937 59.0 27.9 9.8 3.3 
FDA 0.928 78.9 13.8 6.1 1.2 
MARS 0.936 63.6 23.3 11.7 1.4 
RF 0.886 54.4 24.7 14.7 6.2 
MAXENT 0.936 59.6 26.9 12.2 1.3 
Ensemble 0.939 66.1 22.6 9.6 1.7 
Myriophyllum 
aquaticum 
GLM 0.890 91.5 0.3 5.7 2.6 
GBM 0.920 86.1 3.5 9.4 0.9 
GAM 0.914 85.8 2.9 8.8 2.5 
CTA 0.879 81.2 6.9 11.1 0.8 
ANN 0.916 72.7 16.0 10.0 1.3 
FDA 0.892 91.5 0.9 5.2 2.4 
MARS 0.915 86.0 1.3 10.4 2.2 
RF 0.859 57.6 21.9 12.0 8.5 
MAXENT 0.9197 81.6 4.4 11.1 3.0 
Ensemble 0.917 85.0 4.2 8.7 2.1 
Pistia stratiotes 
GLM 0.886 82.7 10.7 5.8 0.9 
GBM 0.910 84.2 4.3 10.5 1.0 
GAM 0.900 73.7 15.2 10.3 0.7 
CTA 0.861 87.3 2.1 9.2 1.4 
ANN 0.909 75.7 12.5 10.5 1.3 
FDA 0.891 30.6 63.8 4.7 0.9 
MARS 0.901 84.2 4.4 10.3 1.1 
RF 0.863 52.7 23.7 15.2 8.4 
MAXENT 0.9048 59.1 24.6 14.2 2.1 
Ensemble 0.909 70.1 19.3 9.5 1.1 
Salvinia molesta 
GLM 0.955 88.6 4.4 5.7 1.2 
GBM 0.973 69.9 9.5 20.4 0.1 
GAM 0.973 78.8 10.2 10.6 0.4 
CTA 0.949 83.8 0.5 15.7 0.0 
ANN 0.974 66.1 15.2 17.8 0.9 
FDA 0.965 82.5 8.1 9.4 0.0 
MARS 0.966 83.3 0.0 16.7 0.0 
RF 0.959 57.9 16.3 22.1 3.6 
MAXENT 0.9750 63.7 11.8 23.5 1.1 
Ensemble 0.970 71.7 10.2 17.2 0.9 
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Table S2. Niche change indices for five invasive aquatic plants species across the world. D: Schoener’s D 
index, a measure of the overlap between native and invaded range; niche expansion; stable niche (overlap) 
and unfilling niche in the climate space of a species’ native range characterized by the three climate variables. 
 
Species Continent D overlap % Expansion Stability Unfilling 
Egeria densa 
Australia 14.06 0.00 1.00 0.61 
North America 39.00 0.33 0.67 0.19 
Africa 3.12 0.00 1.00 0.88 
Europe 7.27 0.02 0.98 0.54 
Asia 3.84 0.00 1.00 0.77 
      
Eichhornia crassipes 
Australia 22.25 0.05 0.95 0.26 
North America 36.41 0.08 0.92 0.04 
Africa 34.45 0.10 0.90 0.01 
Europe 5.14 0.00 1.00 0.42 
Asia 16.27 0.05 0.92 0.01 
      
Myriophyllum aquaticum 
Australia 48.71 0.01 0.99 0.23 
North America 42.75 0.14 0.86 0.06 
Africa 15.27 0.00 1.00 0.71 
Europe 42.82 0.04 0.96 0.38 
Asia 17.69 0.00 1.00 0.62 
      
Pistia stratiotes 
Australia 12.08 0.00 1.00 0.31 
North America 43.09 0.07 0.93 0.01 
Africa 34.69 0.01 0.99 0.11 
Europe 31.36 0.12 0.88 0.21 
Asia 19.42 0.00 1.00 0.30 
      
Salvinia molesta 
Australia 25.61 0.67 0.33 0.02 
North America 9.57 0.75 0.25 0.00 
Africa 2.56 0.86 0.14 0.31 
Europe 1.95 0.95 0.05 0.69 
Asia 28.27 0.58 0.42 0.30 
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Table S3. Shows the observed niche overlap D between the two ranges and simulated niche overlaps on 
which tests of niche equivalency and niche similarity of native range (South America) to invasive ranges 














Australia 0.01 0.02 0.13 0.01 0.56 
North America 1 1 0.99 1 0.12 
Africa 0.01 0.13 0.05 0.05 0.01 
Europe 0.01 0.07 1 - - 
Asia 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.73 
 
Similarity p-value 
Australia 0.57 0.80 0.96 0.92 0.97 
North America 1 1 0.98 1 0.98 
Africa 0.73 0.95 0.94 0.97 0.49 
Europe 0.79 0.99 0.99 - - 
Asia 0.75 0.70 0.85 0.79 0.95 
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 CHAPTER 5 
 
 GLOBAL NETWORKS FOR INVASION SCIENCE: BENEFITS, 
CHALLENGES AND GUIDELINES 
 
Introduction and aims 
“Global Networks for Invasion Science” are defined through their primary purpose of 
collecting new primary data to answer specific questions about patterns, mechanisms and 
impacts of biological invasions at the global scale. To be eligible as ‘global’, the networks 
needs to cover gradients as latitudinal and longitudinal, or from natural to human-
dominated ecosystem, with nodes (network partners) across biogeographic zones over both 
hemispheres and including at least three continents. This paper proposes a framework for 
the development of Global Networks for Invasion Science to help generate approaches to 
address these critical and fundamentally biogeographic questions. 
Methodology and main results 
In April 2016, the University of Sassari, Italy, host a group of researchers from different 
countries around the world, to attend a dedicated workshop the “PhragNet 2016”. After a 
hard work and brain storming on ‘challenges of biological invasions’ the result was the 
consolidation of a transdisciplinary network on Phragmites species and the published paper 
‘Global networks for invasion science: benefits, challenges and guidelines’. 
Conclusions 
Despite the urgent need, to answer the most important biological invasion questions, only a 
few large-scale collaborations have been established within invasion science, and none 
have focused on these fundamental global or high impact applied questions. Global 
Networks for Invasion Science are a powerful approach to address fundamental questions 
and transform this knowledge into appropriate policy and management recommendations. 
The network is to work in an interdisciplinary platform to increase our understanding of the 
effects of global environmental change on species distributions. 
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Packer JG, Meyerson LA, Richardson DM, Brundu G, Allen W, Bhattarai GP, Brix H, Canavan S, 
Castiglione S, Cicatelli A, Čuda J, Cronin JT, Eller F, Guarino F, Guo W-H, Guo WY, Guo X, Hierro J, 
Lambertini C, Liu J, Lozano V, Mozdzer TJ, Skálová H, Villarreal D, Wang RQ, Pyšek P (2017) Global 
network for invasion science: benefits, challenges and guidelines. Biological Invasions 19. 
doi:10.1007/s10530-016-1302-3 
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 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
This Thesis has proposed and applied novel methodologies for the inventorying and the 
study of biological invasions in inland water in a poorly investigated continent such as 
South America.  
Among the main achievements, an original data-base was established, holding reviewed 
information on native and non-native aquatic plant species in South America (SA). 
Although the data collected for SA from 2015 stored more than 1,000 species with their 
basic information, at the moment very detailed information is available only for 250 aquatic 
species. The most detailed information hold in the inventory was used for further analyses 
including macroecological studies. It was also possible use the DB to apply and test the 
USAqWRA as a screening protocol for South American alien aquatic plant species, 
providing a rapid assessment scheme that may help reduce the costs of control in the future.  
 
With the predicted global change and the large numbers of aquatic plants species in trade 
(e.g., ornamentals, phytodepuration and other uses), new species will have the potential to 
establish if introduced, and possibly become invasive. Therefore, it is necessary to consider 
that native species presently invasive in South America might spread to continents like 
Europe or Central and North America and become invasive. However, aquatic plant species 
might have a larger tolerance than revealed by ecological niche models.  
 
Based on the results obtained in this Thesis, it is possible to provide some very general 
recommendations in the field of biological invasions are: 
(1) Country-based or Continent-based inventory of non-native plants are a very important 
tool for basic and applied research in plant invasions; 
(2) A comparison of available information in the scientific literature reveals that more 
scientific long-term studies are necessary to understand fully the interaction between 
ecological niche dynamics and invasive alien species and more species-specific information 
are needed for improved management.  
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(3) Attempts to incorporate scenarios of climate change should be considered in future 
integrated water resource management efforts, but scenarios should be condensed to 
realistic ranges starting with projections based on detectable (if any) trends in the historical 
climatic and hydrological records. 
 
Findings from this Thesis confirm and illustrate the potential usefulness of a variety of 
modelling approaches in projecting potential invasive species distributions under current 
climate. Challenges still remain in integrating climate change projections and mechanisms 
of invasions, particularly in aquatic ecosystems and in translating model results into 
information useful to managers and decision-makers. 
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 APPENDIX I 
A. The inventory for native and non-native aquatic plants of South America. 
 Qualitative categorization for the sub-set of 250 native and non-native aquatic plant species in the 16 regions of South America, based on the expert opinion and literature: IND = native, ALNNA = alien 
not assessed, ALNCULT = alien cultivated, ALNNAT = alien naturalized and ALNINV = alien invasive, ALN IN = alien in, ALN TO = alien to, ABS = absent. 









Agrostis capillaris  L. ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNAT RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNAT RNA RNA ALNNA
Agrostis stolonifera  L. ALNNAT ALNNA RNA ALNINV ALNNA ALNNA ALNNAT RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNA RNA RNA RREF ALNNAT
Alternanthera brasiliana  (L.) Kuntze RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RREF IND
Alternanthera halimifolia  (Lam.) Standl. ex Pittier RNA RNA IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RREF IND RNA IND RREF IND
Alternanthera philoxeroides  (Mart.) Griseb. IND IND ALNNA ALNNAT RNA RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Andropogon bicornis  L. IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RREF IND
Aneilema umbrosum  (Vahl) Kunth RNA IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND
Arundo donax  L. ALNNA ALNNAT ALNINV ALNINV ALNINV ALNCULT RNA ALNNAT ALNCULT RNA RREF ALNNA RNA ALNNAT ALNINV ALNNAT
Astraea lobata  (L.) Klotzsch IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND RREF IND RNA RNA IND IND
Azolla caroliniana  Willd. RREF RREF RREF RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND ALNNA RNA IND IND IND
Azolla filiculoides  Lam. IND IND IND ALNNA-INDALNINV-IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Azolla microphylla  Kaulf. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA IND IND
Bidens laevis  (L.) Britton, Sterns & Poggenb. IND IND IND ALNNAT ALNINV-IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND ABS
Bidens pilosa  L. IND IND IND ALNNAT-IND IND ALNNAT-IND RNA IND ALNNAT IND RREF IND RNA IND IND IND
Blechnum cordatum (Desv.) Hieron. IND IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RREF IND RNA RNA RREF IND
Bolboschoenus maritimus  (L.) Palla IND RNA IND ALNNAT-IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RREF IND RNA IND RREF ABS
Brachiaria arrecta (T .Durand & Schinz) Stent ALNNA RNA ALNINV RNA ALNNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNA RNA RNA RNA ALNINV
Brachiaria brizantha  (A.Rich.) Stapf ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNA
Brachiaria mutica  (Forssk.) Stapf ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA
Cabomba caroliniana  A.Gray IND IND ALNNA RNA RREF RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND IND
Cabomba furcata  Schult. & Schult.f. RNA IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RREF IND RNA IND RNA IND
Cabomba warmingii Casp. RNA RNA ALNCULT RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RREF IND RNA IND RNA IND
Callitriche deflexa  A.Braun ex Hegelm. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA ALNNA RNA IND RREF RNA RNA IND IND
Callitriche heterophylla  Pursh IND RNA IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RREF IND
Callitriche terrestris  Raf. IND RNA IND IND RREF IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RREF IND RNA RNA RREF ABS
Canna indica  L. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND ALNCULT-IND
Caperonia castaneifolia  (L.) A.St.-Hil. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Cardamine bonariensis  Juss. ex Pers. IND IND IND ALNNA IND IND RNA RNA ALNNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND
Carex aematorrhyncha  Desv. IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ABS
Centella erecta  (L.f.) Fernald IND RNA IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA IND IND
Ceratophyllum demersum  L. IND IND ALNNA-IND ALNNA IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RREF IND RNA RNA IND IND
Ceratophyllum muricatum subsp. australe  (Griseb.) Les IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND
Chamaecrista nictitans  (L.) Moench IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND RREF RNA IND RNA IND
Chloris barbata  Sw. ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA-IND ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA-IND ALNNA ALNNA-IND
Coix lacryma-jobi  L. ALNNA ALNCULT ALNNA RNA RNA ALNCULT RNA ALNNAT ALNNA ALNNAT RREF ALNCULT RNA ALNNAT RNA ALNNAT
Commelina diffusa  Burm.f. IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND RREF IND
Commelina obliqua  Vahl IND IND IND RNA RREF IND RNA IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND
Conium maculatum  L. ALNNAT ALNNAT ALNNAT ALNNAT ALNNA ALNNAT ALNNAT RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNAT RNA RREF ALNNAT ABS
Cotula australis  (Sieber ex Spreng.) Hook.f. RNA ALNNAT ALNNA ALNNAT RNA ALNNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNAT RNA RNA ALNNA ABS
Cotula coronopifolia  L. RNA ALNNAT ALNNAT ALNINV ALNNAT ALNNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNCULT ALNNA RNA RNA RNA ABS
Crassula venezuelensis  (Steyerm.) M.Bywater & Wickens IND IND RNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA IND
Crotalaria retusa  L. RNA RNA ALNNAT RNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNINV ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA
Cuphea racemosa  (L.f.) Spreng. IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA ALNNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND
Cyperus alternifolius  L. RNA RNA ALNNAT ALNNAT ALNNAT RREF RNA RNA ALNNA RNA RREF RREF RNA RNA RREF ALNNA
Cyperus articulatus  L. IND IND IND ALNNAT IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Cyperus difformis  L. RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNINV RREF ALNINV RNA RNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNINV RNA RNA RNA ALNNA
Cyperus digitatus  Roxb. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA ALNNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Cyperus eragrostis  Lam. IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RREF IND RNA IND IND ABS
Cyperus esculentus  L. IND IND IND ALNNA IND IND RNA RNA IND RREF IND IND RNA RNA IND IND
Cyperus giganteus  Vahl IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND  
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Cyperus haspan  L. IND IND IND ALNNAT IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RREF IND
Cyperus iria  L. ALNNAT ALNNA ALNNA RNA RREF ALNNA RNA ALNCULT RNA ALNNA RREF ALNNA RNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA
Cyperus laevigatus  L. IND IND RNA ALNNAT-IND RREF IND RNA RNA IND RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA IND
Cyperus ligularis  L. RREF IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Cyperus luzulae  (L.) Retz. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND ALNNA
Cyperus odoratus  L. IND IND IND ALNNAT IND IND RNA IND ALNNA IND IND RREF RNA IND IND IND
Cyperus reflexus  Vahl IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA IND IND
Cyperus rotundus  L. IND IND ALNNA ALNNAT ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA IND ALNNA RNA ALNNA IND ALNNA-IND
Cyperus squarrosus  L. IND IND IND ALNNAT-IND IND IND RNA RNA IND RREF IND IND RNA RNA IND IND
Cyperus surinamensis  Rottb. IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND ALNINV-IND
Cyperus hermaphroditus  (Jacq.) Standl. IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA IND
Desmodium adscendens  (Sw.) DC. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RREF IND RNA IND IND IND
Desmodium barbatum  (L.) Benth. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Desmodium incanum  DC. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND ALNNA IND IND IND RNA IND ALNINV IND
Digitaria ciliaris (Retz.) Koeler ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA
Dioclea virgata  (Rich.) Amshoff IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND ALNCULT IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Distichlis spicata  (L.) Greene IND IND RNA IND IND IND RNA RNA IND RNA RNA IND RNA RNA IND RREF
Dysphania ambrosioides  (L.) Mosyakin & Clemants IND IND RNA ALNNA-IND IND ALNCULT RNA ALNNAT-IND ALNNAT ALNNAT-IND IND IND RNA ALNNAT-IND ALNCULT ALNNAT-IND
Echinochloa colona  (L.) Link ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA
Echinochloa crusgalli  (L.) P. Beauv. ALNINV RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA
Echinochloa crus-pavonis  (Kunth) Schult. ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA
Echinochloa polystachya  (Kunth) Hitchc. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Echinodorus grandiflorus  (Cham. & Schltdl.) Micheli IND IND IND RNA IND RREF RNA ABS RNA ABS IND IND RNA ABS IND ALNNA-IND
Echinodorus horizontalis  Rataj RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND RNA ABS RNA IND RNA ALNCULT RNA ABS RNA IND
Echinodorus paniculatus  Micheli IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA ABS RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Eclipta prostrata  (L.) L. IND IND IND ALNNAT IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND ALNINV
Egeria densa  Planch. ALNNAT-IND ALNNA ALNNAT-IND ALNINV ALNINV RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNINV RNA RNA RNA ALNNAT-IND ALNNAT
Egeria najas  Planch. IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNINV RNA RNA RNA IND ABS
Eichhornia azurea  (Sw.) Kunth IND IND ALNINV-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Eichhornia crassipes  (Mart.) Solms IND IND IND ALNINV ALNINV ALNINV RNA ALNINV RNA ALNINV IND IND RNA ALNINV ALNINV ALNINV-IND
Eichhornia paniculata  (Spreng.) Solms IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA ALNNAT RNA ALNNAT IND RNA RNA ABS RNA IND
Eleocharis acicularis  Roem et Schult. RNA IND IND ALNINV IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RREF RNA RNA IND IND
Eleocharis acutangula  (Roxb.) Schult. IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA ABS IND IND IND IND RNA IND RREF IND
Eleocharis bonariensis  Nees IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA IND ABS
Eleocharis elegans  (Kunth) Roem. & Schult. IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Eleocharis exigua  (Kunth.) Roem. & Schult. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND
Eleocharis geniculata  (L.) Roem. & Schult. IND IND IND RNA RREF IND RNA IND ALNNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Eleocharis interstincta  (Vahl) Roem. & Schult. ABS IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND RREF RNA IND RNA IND
Eleocharis minima  Kunth IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RREF IND
Eleocharis montana  (Kunth) Roem. & Schult. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA ABS IND ABS IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Eleocharis mutata  (L.) Roem. & Schult. RNA IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Eleocharis sellowiana  Kunth IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND RNA RNA ABS IND IND
Elodea canadensis  Michx. IND RNA RNA ALN RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND NAT
Elodea granatensis  Humb. & Bonpl. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RNA ALNNA-IND
Eragrostis ciliaris  (L.) R.Br. ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNAT RNA ALNNAT ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNAT RNA ALNNAT
Eragrostis hypnoides  (Lam.) Britton, Stern & Poggenb. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Eragrostis pectinacea  (Michx.) Nees ALNNAT-IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA ABS RNA IND RNA IND ALNNA ALNINV-IND
Euphorbia heterophylla  L. IND RNA IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND IND
Fimbristylis autumnalis  (L.) Roem. & Schult. IND RREF ALNNA-IND RNA RREF IND RNA IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND IND
Fimbristylis complanata  (Retz.) Link IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Fuirena umbellata  Rottb. IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND  
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Glyceria fluitans  (L.) R.Br. RNA RNA RNA ALNNAT ALNNA ALNNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNA RNA RNA ALNNAT ABS
Habenaria trifida  Kunth. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Hedychium coronarium  J.Koenig ALNINV ALNNAT ALNINV RNA RREF ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA RNA ALNNAT
Helanthium bolivianum  (Rusby) Lehtonen & Myllys IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA RNA IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA IND
Helanthium tenellum  (Mart. ex Schult.f.) J.G.Sm. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA ABS RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Hippuris vulgaris  L. IND RNA RNA ALN RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ABS
Holcus lanatus  L. ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNAT RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNA RNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA
Hydrilla verticillata  (L.f.) Royle ALNINV RNA ALNINV RNA ALNINV RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNINV
Hydrocleys nymphoides  (Humb. & Bonpl. ex Willd.) 
Buchenau
IND IND IND ALNNAT IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND RREF RNA IND IND ALNCULT-IND
Hydrocotyle ranunculoides  L.f. IND ALNNA-IND IND ALNINV-IND ALNNA-IND ALNNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND
Hydrocotyle umbellata  L. RNA IND IND ALNNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Hydrolea spinosa  L. RREF IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND RREF RNA IND IND IND
Hymenachne amplexicaulis  (Rudge) Nees IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Hymenachne donacifolia  (Raddi) Chase IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Hymenachne pernambucensis  (Spreng.) Zuloaga IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Hypoxis decumbens  L. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Isachne polygonoides  (Lam.) Döll IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND
Isolepis cernua  (Vahl) Roem. & Schult. IND IND IND IND RREF IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA IND RREF
Juncus balticus  Willd. IND IND RNA ALNNA-IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA IND
Juncus bufonius  L. IND IND IND ALNNA-IND IND IND ALNNAT RNA RNA RNA IND IND RNA RREF IND IND
Juncus capillaceus  Lam. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA IND IND
Juncus cyperoides  Laharpe IND IND RNA IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA ABS
Juncus effusus  L. IND IND IND ALNNA IND IND ALNNAT RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RREF IND
Juncus imbricatus  Laharpe IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA IND ABS
Juncus microcephalus  Kunth IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND
Juncus pallescens  Lam. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND ABS
Juncus tenuis  Willd. ALNNA RREF ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNA RREF RNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA
Justicia laevilinguis  (Nees) Lindau RREF IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA IND RNA RREF IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Kyllinga brevifolia Rottb. IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Kyllinga vaginata  Lam. IND IND IND RNA RREF IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Lasthenia kunthii  (Less.) Hook. & Arn. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND
Leersia hexandra  Sw. IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND ALNNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Lemna aequinoctialis  Welw. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND ALNCULT RNA IND RNA IND
Lemna gibba  L. IND IND IND IND ALNNAT IND RNA ABS RNA ABS IND IND RNA ABS IND IND
Lemna minor  L. IND RNA IND IND ALNNA RREF RNA ABS IND ABS RNA RREF RNA ABS RNA ALNNAT
Lemna minuta  Kunth IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND
Lemna valdiviana  Phil. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA IND ABS IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Leptochloa virgata  (L.) P.Beauv. IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Lilaeopsis macloviana  (Gand.) A.W. Hill IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA ABS
Limnobium laevigatum  (Humb. & Bonpl. ex Willd.) Heine IND IND IND ALNINV-IND ALNINV-IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Limnocharis flava  (L.) Buchenau IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA RNA IND
Limosella australis  R.Br. IND ALNNAT RNA IND RREF RREF IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA ABS
Ludwigia grandiflora  (Michx.) Greuter & Burdet IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND ABS
Ludwigia hexapetala  (Hook. & Arn.) Zardini, H.Y. Gu & P.H. RavenALNINV IND ALNNAT-IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNAT IND RNA RNA RREF IND
Ludwigia leptocarpa  (Nutt.) H.Hara IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Ludwigia octovalvis  (Jacq.) P.H.Raven IND IND IND ALNNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RREF IND
Ludwigia peploides  (Kunth) P.H.Raven IND IND IND ALNNA-IND IND IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND
Ludwigia peruviana  (L.) H.Hara IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA ABS RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA IND IND
Luziola bahiensis  (Steud.) Hitchc. IND IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Luziola subintegra Swallen IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Mauritia flexuosa  L.f. RNA IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA RREF RNA IND RNA IND  
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Mayaca fluviatilis  Aubl. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Mayaca madida  (Vell.) Stellfeld IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Myriophyllum aquaticum  (Vell.) Verdc. ALNNAT-IND ALNNAT ALNNAT-INDALNINV-IND IND ALNNAT RNA IND RNA IND ALNNAT-INDALNNAT-IND RNA RNA IND IND
Myriophyllum quitense  Kunth IND IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA IND IND
Najas guadalupensis  (Spreng.) Magnus IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND RNA RNA IND IND
Najas marina  L. IND IND IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA RNA RREF IND
Nasturtium officinale  R.Br. ALNNAT ALNNAT ALNNA ALNINV ALNNAT ALNCULT ALNNAT ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA RREF RNA RNA ALNNA ALNNAT
Nelumbo nucifera  Gaertn. RNA RNA CUL RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA CUL
Nymphaea alba L. RNA ALNCULT ALNNA ALNINV RREF RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNCULT ALNCULT
Nymphaea amazonum  Mart. & Zucc. IND IND IND ABS IND IND RNA IND ABS IND IND IND RNA IND RNA ALNNA-IND
Nymphaea ampla  (Salisb.) DC. ABS IND IND ABS IND IND ABS IND IND IND IND IND IND IND IND IND
Nymphaea lotus  L. RNA RNA ALNNAT RNA ALNNAT RNA RNA ALNCULT RNA ALNNAT RNA RNA RNA ALNCULT ALNCULT ALNNAT
Nymphaea mexicana  Zucc. RNA RNA RNA RNA CUL RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA CUL
Nymphaea micrantha Guill. & Perr. RNA RNA ALNCUL RNA ALNCUL ALNCUL RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNCUL
Nymphaea rubra  Roxb. ex Andrews RNA RNA ALNCULT RNA ALNCULT ALNCULT RNA ALNNAT RNA ALNNAT RNA RNA RNA ALNNAT RNA ALNCULT
Nymphoides fallax  Ornduff RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ALN
Nymphoides indica  (L.) Kuntze IND RREF IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Oryza grandiglumis  (Döll) Prodoehl RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA IND
Oryza latifolia  Desv. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Oryza rufipogon  Griff. ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA RNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA
Oryza sativa  L. RNA ALNNA ALNCULT ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNAT ALNCULT RNA RREF ALNNA RNA RNA ALNCULT ALNCULT
Oxycaryum cubense  (Poepp. & Kunth) Palla IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND IND ALNINV-IND
Panicum elephantipes  Nees ex Trin. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND
Panicum grande  Hitchc. & Chase RNA IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND
Panicum hylaeicum  Mez IND IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND RREF RNA IND IND IND
Panicum maximum  Jacq. ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA
Panicum repens  L. ALNNA ALNCULT ALNINV RNA RREF RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RREF RNA RNA RNA RREF ABS
Paspalidium geminatum  (Forssk.) Stapf IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Paspalum conjugatum  P.J.Bergius IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND ALNNA IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Paspalum dilatatum  Poir. IND IND IND IND ALNNA RNA RNA ALNNAT RNA ALNNAT IND RNA RNA ALNNA IND ALNNA
Paspalum distichum  L. IND IND IND ALNNA-IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Paspalum fasciculatum  Willd. ex Flüggé IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA ALNNAT ALNNA ABS IND IND RNA ALNNAT IND ALNNAT-IND
Paspalum pallens  Swallen IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Paspalum paniculatum  L. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND ALNINV-IND
Paspalum repens  P.J.Bergius IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Paspalum vaginatum  Sw. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND ALNINV
Paspalum wrightii  Hitchc. & Chase IND IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA ABS RNA IND IND RNA RNA ABS RNA ALNINV
Passiflora foetida  L. IND IND IND IND IND IND IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Persicaria hydropiperoides (Michx.) Small IND IND IND ALNINV RNA IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Persicaria punctata (Elliott) Small ALNNAT IND IND RNA ALNINV IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Phalaris arundinacea  L. ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNAT RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNA RNA RNA ALNNA ABS
Phragmites australis  (Cav.) Trin. ex Steud. IND IND ALNNA ALNNAT-IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND
Pistia stratiotes  L. IND IND ALNNA-IND ALNNAT IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Polypogon viridis  (Gouan.) Breistr. ALNNA ALNNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNA RNA RNA ALNNA ALNNA
Pontederia cordata  L. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA ABS RNA ABS IND RNA RNA ABS IND IND
Pontederia rotundifolia  L.f. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Potamogeton illinoensis  Morong IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND ABS
Potamogeton lucens  L. RNA RNA RNA ALN RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ABS
Potamogeton natans  L. RNA RNA RNA ALN RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ABS  
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Potentilla anserina L. ALNINV RNA RNA ALN RNA RNA ALNNAT RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA ABS
Pycreus polystachyos  (Rottb.) P.Beauv. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Pycreus unioloides  (R.Br.) Urb. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA RNA RREF IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Ranunculus aquatilis  L. RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA
Rhabdadenia madida  (Vell.) Miers IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Rhynchospora holoschoenoides  (Rich.) Herter IND IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND IND
Rhynchospora nervosa (Vahl) Boeckeler IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Rhynchospora tenuis  Link IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND RREF RNA IND IND IND
Rumex acetosella  L. ALNNA ALNNA ALNNA ALNINV ALNNA ALNNA ALNNAT RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNNA ALNNAT RNA ALNNA ALNNA
Ruppia maritima  L. IND IND IND IND RREF IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Sagittaria guayanensis  Kunth IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Sagittaria montevidensis Cham. & Schltdl. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND ALNNA
Sagittaria rhombifolia  Cham. IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Sagittaria sagittifolia  L. RNA RNA ALNCULT RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA
Salvinia auriculata  Aubl. IND IND ALNINV-IND ALNNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND RREF RNA IND IND IND
Sauvagesia erecta  L. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND
Schoenoplectus californicus (C.A.Mey.) Soják IND IND IND IND ALNINV-IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND ABS
Scleria gaertneri  Raddi IND IND ALNNA-IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND RREF IND RNA IND RNA IND
Setaria parviflora  (Poir.) M.Kerguelen  IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND ALNINV
Spermacoce verticillata  L. RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND
Sphagneticola trilobata  (L.) Pruski RNA IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND
Spirodela punctata (G.Mey.) C.H.Thomps. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA ABS RNA RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Stachytarpheta indica  (L.) Vahl RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND
Steinchisma laxum  (Sw.) Zuloaga IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Stratiotes aloides  L. RNA RNA CUL RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA
Stuckenia filiformis  (Pers.) Börner IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA ABS
Stuckenia pectinata (L.) Börner IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA IND RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA IND
Stuckenia striata  (Ruiz & Pav.) Holub IND IND ABS IND RNA IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND
Syngonanthus caulescens  (Poir.) Ruhland IND IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Thalia geniculata  L. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND RREF RNA IND IND IND
Trapa natans  L. RNA RNA ALN RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA
Triglochin scilloides  (Poir.) Mering & Kadereit IND RREF IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA IND ABS
Typha angustifolia  L. RREF RREF ALNNA ALNNA ALNINV RREF RNA ABS RNA ABS RNA RREF RNA ABS RREF ABS
Typha domingensis Pers. ALNINV IND ALNINV-IND ALNNAT IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Typha latifolia L. IND IND IND RNA ALNINV RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA RNA ABS
Urena lobata  L. ALNNAT IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND ALNINV IND ALNINV-INDALNINV-IND RNA IND RNA IND
Utricularia foliosa  L. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Utricularia gibba  L. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Vallisneria americana  Michx. ALNINV RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA
Veronica anagallis-aquatica  L. IND ALNNAT ALNNAT ALNINV RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA IND ABS
Victoria amazonica  (Poepp.) J.C. Sowerby RNA IND IND RNA ALNCULT RNA RNA ALNCULT RNA IND RREF IND RNA RNA RNA ALNCULT
Victoria cruziana  A.D. Orb. IND IND IND RNA ALNCULT RNA RNA RNA RNA RNA IND RNA RNA RNA RNA ALNCULT
Vigna luteola  (Jacq.) Benth. ALNNAT IND ALNNAT RNA ALNNAT IND RNA ALNNAT ALNNAT IND ALNNAT ALNNAT RNA IND IND ALNNAT
Wolffia brasiliensis  Wedd. IND IND ALNNA-IND IND IND IND RNA ABS RNA RNA IND IND RNA IND IND IND
Wolffiella lingulata  (Hegelm.) Hegelm. IND IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA RNA IND RNA RNA IND IND IND
Wolffiella oblonga  (Phil.) Hegelm. IND IND IND IND IND IND RNA RNA RNA RNA IND IND RNA RNA IND IND
Wolffiella welwitschii (Hegelm.) Monod RNA IND IND RNA IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND
Xyris laxifolia  Mart. RNA IND IND ABS IND IND RNA IND RNA IND IND IND RNA IND ABS IND
Zannichellia palustris  L. IND IND IND ALNNAT-IND IND IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA IND RNA RNA IND IND  
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B. Records of aquatic plant species in the 16 regions of South America 
 
 
Figure 1. The map shows the records of aquatic plant species in each of the 16 regions of South America. The 
records given an idea of the reliability of the floristic inventory of 1,463 plants distributed in the regions. The 
16 South American regions considered in the study were defined as follows: (1) Argentina, (2) Bolivia, (3) 
Brazil, (4) Chile, (5) Colombia, (6) Ecuador, (7) Falklands Islands, (8) French Guiana, (9) Galapagos, (10) 
Guyana, (11) Paraguay, (12) Peru, (13) South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands, (14) Suriname, (15) 
Uruguay and (16) Venezuela.  
C. Relevant illustrative pictures (for information) 
 
 
 Figure 1. Invasion of Eichhornia crassipes (Sardinia, IT) 
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Figure 2. An example of the literature used in the data collection for this manuscript, Biodiversity Heritage 
Library, BHL (https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/item/97287#page/1/mode/1up)  
